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ABSTRACT
This project was designed to meet a need at the Austin Christian Church (ACC)
for enhancing the spiritual formation of new converts to Christianity by providing clear
direction for mentors seeking to disciple others into the image of Christ. The scope of this
project is focused directly on taking the first steps toward a deliberate pathway for
spiritual formation by establishing the foundational principles. The apostle Paul’s
pastoral theology provides the theological rationale for the project. Theosis, the
theologically rich description of the Christian transformative process, also informs the
theological foundation for the project. Drawing on the work of Richard Foster and Urban
Holmes, the project consults the rich history of Christian spiritual formation to guide a
pathway that is balanced and honors important aspects of each spiritual tradition.
The intervention was conducted using a purposeful sample of members at ACC.
The diverse development team was chosen from amongst the small group leaders at ACC
to create a pathway for spiritual formation. The immediate objective of the project was to
establish a short list of themes, or pillars, upon which a pathway for spiritual formation
might be constructed. The intervention was intended to draw upon the experience of
mature Christian leaders, allowing their lived experience to work in concert with biblical
theology to outline steps in order to guide mentors in the process of maturing new
Christians. The intervention yielded a list of seven pillars that after processing the data
were reduced to four: 1) knowing the triune God, 2) understanding identity in Christ, 3)
living in a community of faith, and 4) embracing mission. These four pillars will form the

foundation of a clear pathway for spiritual formation that will include studies, exercises,
and experiences intended to produce maturity in young Christians.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This project thesis details a ministry intervention aimed at developing a pathway
for Christian spiritual formation at Austin Christian Church.1 A development team was
assembled to evaluate and map out a course of work designed to lead members at ACC
toward completeness in the image of Christ. Chapter 1 provides a description of the
ministry context at ACC along with a statement of the project’s problem and purpose.
Chapter 1 also includes assumptions, definitions, limitations, and delimitations for the
project. Chapter 2 introduces the theological rationale for the intervention. Chapter 3
describes the intervention, including a description of how the data were analyzed.
Chapter 4 interprets the qualitative data collected from the field notes, participant exit
questionnaires, non-participant questionnaires, and researcher notes. Chapter 5 concludes
with a consideration of the project’s significance, including next steps for ACC.
Title of the Project
The title of the project is “Spiritual Transformation at Austin Christian Church.”
The title describes both the objective and the location of the project. The objective of this
project is to take the important first steps toward creating a spiritual formation pathway
for members of the Austin Christian Church. The location of the project is the Austin
Christian Church, and as the title implies, the members at ACC will benefit from the
project.
1. Abbreviated as ACC throughout this document. ACC is located in Austin, Texas.
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Ministry Context
The ministry context for this project is the Austin Christian Church. I chose two
tools to develop a narrative of our congregation. To conduct the initial assessment, I used
the six frames described in Studying Congregations: theology, ecology, culture, process,
resources, and leadership.2 I gathered information from church records and held several
discussion groups with a cross-section of members from our congregation, including staff
members, long-time church members, and a few people who had recently joined the
church. I also conducted a Natural Church Development (NCD) survey with thirty
members of ACC, hoping to confirm observations made in the initial assessment. I will
present my narrative of ACC using the framework presented in Studying Congregations.
Theology Frame
The theology frame examines the congregation in relation to God—how the
congregation views God and how the congregation understands God’s view of them. I
worked with discussion groups to identify explicit and implicit theologies that define the
context at ACC. What follows is a composite picture that emerged from those
discussions.
The primary imagery used to describe God is the image of a father. God is to be
sought and found by those who seek him with all their hearts. Because God is the father,
fatherly attributes are assigned to God. He is relational, familial, and provisional, and that
is reflective of the way people relate to God. A common refrain at ACC is that “God
always works for the good of those who love him” (Rom 8:28 NIV).

2. Nancy T. Ammerman et al., eds., Studying Congregations: A New Handbook (Nashville:
Abingdon, 1998), 14–15.
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In his holiness God expects righteousness from his people. While God is slow to
anger and abounding in love (Num 14:18), he will also judge humankind. All humanity
will stand before the Lord’s judgment seat (Rom 14:10) and will receive their due,
whether good or bad (2 Cor 5:10). God expects repentance. While salvation is not
conditional, those who choose to deliberately continue in sin after having received the
knowledge of the truth can be disqualified from forgiveness and salvation (Heb 10:26–
27).
The common belief at ACC is that God became a man and lived among us (John
1:14). Jesus is God in flesh. Through Jesus God reconciled the world to himself. Jesus
was crucified for the sin of all humankind, destroying the barrier between God and man
(Rom 6:10), and was raised from the dead to the glory of God. The Holy Spirit is given as
a gift, or deposit, guaranteeing a future in God’s kingdom (2 Cor 5:5). The indwelling of
the Holy Spirit is given at baptism (Acts 2:38) and empowers transformation in the life of
a Christian.
The Bible is held up as the living word of God. The Old Testament is a record of
God’s involvement with his people Israel and points toward the ultimate coming of the
Messiah. The principles, ethics, and theologies laid out in the New Testament are to be
followed as they teach about God’s will for the lives of his people. Because the Bible is
inspired by God, it is relevant and instructive in our lives (2 Tim 3:16–17).
Sin and evil separate humankind from God (Isa 59:1–2), and “all have sinned and
fall short of the glory of God” (Rom 3:23). Jesus was crucified and resurrected to remove
the sin of humankind. Anyone wishing to receive the forgiveness made available through
Christ must respond in faith, entering the kingdom of God through repentance and
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baptism (Acts 2:38). Salvation is a gift from God that cannot be earned, and repentance
and baptism are human responses to that gift as well as the moment at which salvation is
sealed. The discussion groups noted that high expectations for repentance had subtly
created an implicit “works-based” theology of salvation that stands in opposition to the
explicit theology of ACC.
At ACC individuals are candidates for baptism when they have made the decision
to become a disciple of Christ (Matt 28:19), repented of their sins (Acts 2:38), and
counted the cost of what that commitment to Christ entails (Luke 14:25–33). Baptism is
not only a demonstration of commitment for the forgiveness of sin; it is also how one
enters the church—the body of Christ (1 Cor 12:13, 27). At ACC the church is
understood to be a family—the household of God (Eph 2:19). With family as the primary
metaphor for the church, worship services have the spirit of a family reunion. Every
member is expected to participate by attending weekly worship services as well as small
group meetings. To give up meeting with other disciples is the first step toward falling
away from grace (Heb 10:25).
Ecology Frame
The ecology frame considers the congregation’s place in society. Specifically, the
“congregation is analyzed as a unit interacting with other units in society: people,
organizations, and cultures.”3 In Studying Congregations it is recommended that the
congregation be examined in time, space, and through network maps of members.4
Member mapping reveals ACC to be a congregation that is metropolitan in scope. From
3. Nancy Eiesland and R. Stephen Warner, “Ecology: Seeing the Congregation in Context,” in
Studying Congregations: A New Handbook (eds. Nancy T. Ammerman et al.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1998),
40.
4. Ibid., 43.
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its inception ACC has not been a neighborhood-centric church. As a church focused on
evangelism and discipleship, ACC has operated on the assumption that people will come
if invited. Therefore, little thought was given to the actual meeting space. Consequently,
the congregation has moved around town numerous times in search of affordable meeting
space with minimal regard to location other than centrality.
Based on membership and baptism statistics along with other major events and
transitions, ACC’s history could be divided into three periods. The period from 1995
through 2000 was a period of planting and growth. The church was planted in the
summer of 1995 with thirty-three members from various International Churches of Christ
in Texas.5 (The ICOC is a discipling movement that began among campus ministries in
the Churches of Christ in the 1970s. The ICOC separated from the mainline Churches of
Christ in 1993).6 ACC quickly grew to fifty-one members by the end of 1995 but
experienced a leadership transition in 1996 as the original church planter moved on to
another congregation. My wife and I moved to Austin and assumed leadership of the
congregation in August of 1996. Several future staff members and worship leaders were
converted during our first year and ACC grew to over one hundred members in 1997. The
congregation had a record attendance of 500 at the fifth anniversary service and reached
195 members by the end of 2000.
The years of 2001 through 2009 might best be described as a period of transition
and crisis. In contrast to the rapid growth of the first five years, a subtle slowing of
growth began in 2001 and 2002. The first of many transitions began in 2001. The lead
5
6

Abbreviated as ICOC throughout this document.

Kevin S. Wells, “International Churches of Christ,” in The Encyclopedia of the Stone-Campbell
Movement, ed. Douglas A. Foster et al. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 418.
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evangelist in Dallas overseeing the Texas ICOC churches stepped out of the ministry.
This resignation created a ripple of changes throughout the ICOC churches, including
Austin. There was a great deal of turnover amongst the leadership in numerous churches
across Texas, and in 2002 ICOC leadership asked me to move on to a different
congregation in order to allow the original church planter to return to ACC. When we
moved in 2002, the congregation had 220 members.
In 2003 change swept through the entire ICOC as one of the evangelists wrote a
letter criticizing some of the practices of the central leadership. While the specifics of that
letter are outside the parameters of this paper, relevance is found in the fact that the
leadership structure of the ICOC dissolved and with it came a time of introspection and
confusion. ACC was naturally affected by the changes within the ICOC.
In 2004 another leadership transition occurred. The original church planter once
again stepped down, resigning after two years. I was rehired and moved back to Austin in
August of 2004. Many other staff transitions occurred in the period from 2003 through
2009. Six different staff members who served during that time period either moved on to
other congregations or ceased working in ministry. At the end of 2009, ACC was made
up of 186 members.
The turn of a new decade in 2010 began a renewed period of growth. From 2010
to the present, ACC has grown from 186 to 350 members. Average contribution has
grown by 64 percent, and our yearly support for missions has nearly doubled. Our current
staff is now six full-time ministers, one part-time administrative assistant, and two selfsupported staffers. In the past five years, several innovations within the congregation
have been significant. In 2012 ACC transitioned to a contemporary style of worship due
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to the large musical culture of Austin. God blessed ACC with the addition of numerous
musicians, which yielded multiple worship bands. Recognizing the importance of
technology and social media, we overhauled the website in 2013 and increased ACC’s
social media presence. Traditional, paper church invitation cards were gradually replaced
by social media invitations. Also, in the fall of 2013, a second meeting location was
established by dividing the church into two campuses. The north campus continued to
meet at our facility in the suburbs while the south campus began to meet for worship in a
small theater in the center of the city. Expanding to two meeting locations has increased
our footprint in the city of Austin and been an upward call to many of our members.
Culture and Identity Frame
Culture is defined as “who we are and all the ways in which we reinforce and
recreate who we are.”7 To examine ACC through the culture and identity frame, I chose
to gather a focus group to discuss six questions found in Studying Congregations.8 The
first question we discussed involved the rituals most predictable and central to our
congregation’s culture. One of the rituals central to the culture and identity of ACC is the
Bible study series used to introduce prospective new members to the congregation by
preparing them for baptism. Entitled “First Principles,” these studies cover six basic
convictions including the word of God, discipleship, sin and repentance, baptism, the
cross of Christ, and the church. These studies are conducted with all prospective
members of the church.

7. Nancy Ammerman, “Culture and Identity in the Congregation,” in Studying Congregations: A
New Handbook (eds. Nancy T. Ammerman et al.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1998), 78.
8. Ibid., 101.
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Other rituals that are central to ACC’s culture include activities regarding life
together. Small groups are conducted weekly, and every member is expected to
participate. “Discipleship time” is another common activity whereby members get
together in groups of two or three to talk, share, confess, and hold one another
accountable for their walk and growth in Christ. Hugging, as opposed to shaking hands,
is the most common form of greeting amongst church members. Additionally, because
such a great emphasis is placed on life together, church gatherings are typically followed
by extended times of fellowship, at times lasting up to two hours after the end of a
worship service.
There are other rituals connected with our worship services. Communion is
conducted every Sunday. This proclamation of Christ is central to the worship service
and to our lives as Christians. Due to space limitations, we do not have adult Sunday
school and our children’s ministry runs concurrently with the worship service. Baptisms
are sometimes conducted at our worship services, but generally, they might occur any
time during the week when someone might be ready. Baptisms generally follow a set
format. Several people close to the person being baptized share a word of encouragement
or a Scripture. Following the sharing, the individual being baptized makes the good
confession of “Jesus is Lord” before being immersed.
Second, the group discussed activities considered to be instrumental in shaping
what the congregation thinks of itself. Aside from those activities already mentioned,
connectivity with our family of churches plays a significant role in shaping our
congregation. Connection with other ICOC churches is maintained through good news
video updates that are sent out regularly highlighting different congregations around the
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world. ACC members also attend regional and national conferences organized by the
ICOC. ACC contributes yearly to Eurasian Missions, a mission society consisting of a
group of North American-based ICOC churches supporting work in Eurasia. ACC also
cooperates with other Texas ICOC churches raising money each year for the
establishment of new congregations in our region of the United States.
Myths and essential stories are an important part of culture and identity. One myth
that the group identified at ACC was the interpretation of Christ and his death on the
cross. The view that Christ died for the individual as well as the many is important to the
congregation’s self-understanding. A God who would die for the individual is a personal
God; therefore, one’s daily prayer and Bible study is viewed as a personal relationship
with him.
There are other congregational myths that are connected to ACC’s affiliation with
the ICOC. For many years the story circulated that the ICOC began in 1979 with thirty
“would be” disciples in a Boston living room. The term “would be” was operative
because they were deciding at that moment to start a church made up only of disciples. It
was an inspiring story to consider the sheer number of churches and disciples that came
out of that point in time; thus the story was told over and again. The implication was
simple: with disciples of Christ, what starts in a living room can change the world. This
founding myth has contributed to a deeper belief that church growth is the primary
indicator of church health and of God’s favor—although these myths have been tempered
over time.
The focus group also discussed beliefs and practices that best describe members at
ACC. Members at ACC are expected to be full participants in church life. The lifestyle of
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a church member would include a daily walk with God as well as daily prayer and Bible
study. Members should also live a repentant lifestyle, which means that they are
intentionally striving to avoid the acts of the sinful nature and to live with faith and
purpose. Attendance at church meetings, including Sunday worship and small group
meetings, are another expectation of members. Additionally, discipleship relationships
with other members are strongly encouraged and are typically organized within the small
groups. Members should also actively participate in sharing their faith with others as well
as understand the expectation of tithing.
The final discussion with the focus group centered around the process for
introducing newcomers to the church. Typically, members are encouraged to invite
friends and others to our Sunday worship service. When someone attends a worship
service, members are taught to initiate either a social meeting or Bible study. A social
meeting is typically the first point of contact if the guest is brand new to the church and to
the relationship. Ultimately, the goal is to conduct the First Principles Bible study series
as described above. The Bible studies are important to grounding everyone in our
fellowship in biblical principles regardless of religious background. The process typically
culminates in baptism unless the individual has already received a biblical baptism. If this
is the case, the next step is to simply present the person as a new member to the
congregation.
Process Frame
The process frame considers the way a congregation “plans and makes decisions,
rewards and punishes its members, and fights and solves its problems.”9 Carl Dudley
9. Carl Dudley, “Process Dynamics of Congregational Life,” in Studying Congregations: A New
Handbook (eds. Nancy T. Ammerman et al.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1998), 105.
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proposes examining process through the window of three familiar congregational
activities: 1) congregational planning, 2) group building, and 3) conflict management.10
ACC does not currently have an eldership. Authority rests primarily in the hands of the
lead evangelist and the staff. As the lead evangelist I oversee the planning and direction
of the congregation. Typically, this is done through discussions with the staff, the deacon
team, and our small group leaders. While I am very interested in input from all sides,
everyone is aware that ultimate decision-making rests with me. ACC also has a board of
directors that has been tasked with overseeing the church budget and facility operations.
The board works with the staff to set the budget. However, they do not impose a budget
on the staff, though once the budget is set, they do have the authority to veto staff
decisions that may be out of line with the predetermined budget.
The group building process at ACC is straightforward though not always simple.
New members all come into the congregation through our First Principles Bible studies.
The interactive nature of the Bible studies allows prospective members to quickly build
relationships with church members, and they generally join a small group with the
members who were involved in their studies. If new members move in from other church
congregations, the staff helps them locate a group in their area of town, and the
connection is made. Twice a year, it is usually necessary to reconfigure the small groups
due to growth and leadership changes.
Regarding conflict management, we emphasize the principles Jesus expressed in
Matthew 18:15–17. When conflict arises, direct confrontation between the offending
parties is always the first step. If the conflict still remains unresolved, a third party is

10. Ibid., 109.
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brought into the conversation to assist. When third parties are necessary, it is typically
one of the small group leaders, deacons, or staff members who is involved. When the
conflict is a result of confronting gross sin, occasionally a lack of repentance requires
bringing the issue to a larger group. When this happens, an issue may be brought before a
small group or ministry group. If the offender remains unrepentant, the final step is
expulsion from the congregation.
Resource Frame
The resource frame considers “all the raw materials of congregational life—
human, economic and capital, spiritual, and reputational.”11 The resource frame works in
tandem with the other frames presented. Therefore, much of the information has already
been presented. Rather than be repetitive, statistics and information gathered through the
resource frame have been presented within the contexts of the other frames.
Leadership Frame
The leadership frame considers the congregation from the point of view of its
leadership. As I reflected upon the various frames for studying our congregation, I
observed that a strength of our congregation is its evangelistic energy. A great deal of
effort has been exerted to establish evangelistic rhythms and expectations. However, I
found a lack of retention and spiritual maturity in our members to be a weakness for the
congregation. My observation is that while going through the Bible study series,
prospective members are meeting regularly with members for weeks and in some cases
months leading up to baptism. The camaraderie developed during that time is significant.

11. William McKinney, Anthony T. Ruger, Diane Cohen, and Robert Jeager, “Resources,” in
Studying Congregations: A New Handbook (eds. Nancy T. Ammerman et al.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1998),
132.
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After baptism each new member is partnered with another church member for continued
mentoring. Though the mentor is usually a member involved in one’s Bible studies, my
general observation from conversations with congregational small group leaders is that
after baptism there tends to be a relaxing of meeting together. This relaxing may be due
to a lack of direction and expectation. While we do have a series of ten lessons that we
encourage members to conduct with those who are newly baptized, in practice they are
not often completed. I suspect this phenomenon may be indicative of our theology at
ACC. Though not explicitly stated, there is a feeling that once someone is baptized, that
person is saved, and the work is done.
The picture that emerged from my assessment is that our congregation is a warm,
loving, and evangelistic church, but a lack of deliberate follow-through after baptism has
led to a retention problem. To verify these observations, I conducted a Natural Church
Development Survey (NCD) with thirty of our members. The NCD approach is that there
are eight quality characteristics or principles that all growing churches have in common,
and deficiencies in any one or more of the categories limit the growth that a congregation
will experience. In other words, growth happens naturally when the congregation is
attentive to and growing in the eight characteristics: empowering leadership, gift-based
ministry, passionate spirituality, effective structures, inspiring worship service, holistic
small groups, need-oriented evangelism, and loving relationships. My presumption was
that the results of the NCD survey would either confirm or redirect my suspicions as to
the lack of follow-through and retention at ACC.
It is important to note that NCD surveys are normed for churches so that a score
of fifty is the median with 70 percent of all churches scoring somewhere between thirty-
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five and sixty-five. ACC’s overall score of sixty-four indicates that the church is
relatively healthy, being one percentage point short of the top 15 percent of NCD survey
churches (see figure 1). While the survey results were generally encouraging and
articulated the strengths of our congregation, the survey also revealed areas of weakness
that confirmed our need for practical and theological adjustments.
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Figure 1. ACC Natural Church Development Profile. Source: Data from Natural Church
Development survey conducted at ACC in August 2015.
The NCD survey provided greater detail by further subdividing the eight overall
characteristics, thus providing a fuller picture of ACC’s strengths and weaknesses. The
top five scoring subcategories support the conclusions drawn from the Studying
Congregations frames. Corporate evangelistic efforts, conflict resolution, atmosphere of
joy and acceptance, visitor friendly church, and organizational structures and systems
were the five highest scoring categories (see figure 2). The congregation has a reputation
for being warm, friendly, and inviting. Due to the evangelistic orientation of our
congregation, it is of little surprise that four of the five highest scoring subcategories
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were connected to evangelism and the environment necessary to welcome newcomers.
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Figure 2. Highest Scoring Subcategories—NCD Survey. Source: Data from Natural
Church Development survey conducted in August 2015.
In contrast, the five lowest scoring subcategories—delegation and sharing of
ministry, equipping for ministry, group relevance, relevance of message, and deepening
relationships—indicate a need to further help disciples mature into the image of Christ
(see figure 3). In order to better understand what each subcategory encompasses and what
that means for ACC, it is necessary to take a moment to reflect on each one. “Delegation
of ministry” falls under the “empowering leadership” principle and is the ability to
explain complicated realities, to motivate to action, and to liberate members to fulfill
their God-given visions.12 “Equipping for ministry” is part of the “gift-based ministry”
characteristic. The very title implies deliberate and intentional action. The apostle Paul
describes the church as a place where every member has different gifts yet still form one

12. Christian Swartz, Color Your World with Natural Church Development: Experiencing All That
God Has Designed You to Be (St. Charles: ChurchSmart Resources, 2005), 106.
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body (Rom 12:4–6). The study revealed our need to do a better job helping people not
only find their gifts but incorporate them into the life of the church. “Group relevance” is
a subdivision of the “holistic small group” characteristic. A lack of group relevance also
demonstrates a need for deliberate and intentional direction with our small groups.
Likewise, “relevance of message” echoes that need for direction. “Deepening
relationships,” a subcategory of “loving relationships,” could be improved by deliberate
plans for discipleship and spiritual formation. While we have a very clear and purposeful
practice for bringing new members into our fellowship and establishing relationships, the
survey reveals the need to further that process. ACC maintains an expectation that all
members are in mentoring relationships, yet the effectiveness of this structure seems to be
loosely proportional to the maturity of the mentors. To maintain this model whereby
mentorship is expected for everyone, inexperienced mentors need more direction.
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Figure 3. Lowest Scoring Subcategories—NCD Survey. Source: Data from Natural
Church Development survey conducted in August 2015.
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The general picture that evolved from the NCD survey closely matched the
presumptions I had prior to the survey. ACC is outwardly focused, attractive to seekers,
warm, and friendly. However, once people become members of our congregation, we
need to improve at helping them deepen relationships and find their places within the
ministry. In fact, transformation post baptism appears to be one of the bigger challenges
we face at ACC. Records reveal the retention rate at ACC has been about 52 percent
since 2010. Including data back to 2007, the rate for that eight-year period was a mere 39
percent.13 I believe that a deliberate process of maturation would not only increase the
retention rate but also lead to a greater percentage of our fellowship being actively
engaged in ministry. ACC would benefit from a reproducible, systematic way to help
new Christians mature spiritually. Such changes would not only produce better retention
but likely contribute to even higher growth rates commensurate with a healthy church.
Statement of Problem
The problem to be examined is the lack of an intentional process to enhance
spiritual transformation at Austin Christian Church. ACC has an inadequate process for
guiding new members toward transformation into the image of Christ. While structures
and expectations are in place for discipleship relationships within the congregation,
pathways guiding the mentoring of new members are ill defined. Spiritual formation at
ACC happens rather haphazardly and is largely dependent upon the maturity and natural
abilities of mentors. A clear, deliberate, and definable pathway for the process of spiritual
formation would give mentors direction as they mentor new members.

13. The data only extend back as far as 2007.
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this project was to enhance the spiritual formation of disciples at
Austin Christian Church. The intervention gathered a group of leaders to map pathways
that would enhance the process of disciple-making and spiritual formation at ACC. The
development team focused on determining the key elements necessary for the maturation
of disciples and articulating those elements in the form of a clearly defined process or
pathway. By providing direction for discipleship at ACC, the development team laid the
groundwork for future development of a full curriculum that lies outside the parameters
of this project.
Basic Assumptions
All church members are expected to be disciples of Christ, adhering to the Great
Commission. A church member is someone dedicated not only to spreading the gospel
but also to continuing relationships that foster growth into full obedience to Christ. This
project also assumed that a relational discipleship structure was already in place. The
objective, therefore, was not to create a structure but rather to enhance the existing
structure.
Definitions, Delimitations, and Limitations
While the term disciple is common in the Christian vernacular today, the term
here presumes the church member claiming to be a disciple is fundamentally dedicated to
being formed into the image of Christ and to making disciples. This project is delimited
to the Austin Christian Church. The most obvious limitation to the study is that it is
attempting to measure spirituality. Spirituality is inherently immeasurable. When
evaluating spirituality, there is also a tendency to emphasize external acts of spirituality.
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Another possible limitation is the Hawthorne Effect, “a theory that questions research
dependability due to cases when subjects know they are being studied.”14 Because all
participants are church members aware of my educational pursuits, they may be tempted
to be overly positive or agreeable in discussions.
Conclusion
This chapter introduced this project thesis by providing an overview of my
ministry context at ACC. ACC is a warm and vibrant community of believers dedicated
to living out discipleship to Jesus Christ. With so many great qualities, it is surprising that
the retention rate is not better. A deep assessment of the congregation reveals a need for
intentionality and direction for spiritual formation beyond conversion. Chapter 2 will
examine the theological and theoretical foundations for the project and intervention.

14. Tim Sensing, Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach to Projects for Doctor of
Ministry Theses (Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2011), 82.

CHAPTER II
THEOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Having described an area of growth for ACC, I will address theological and
theoretical foundations for the intervention in Chapter 2. Paul’s understanding of pastoral
theology as communicated in his letters can be immensely informative for establishing
pastoral objectives at ACC. I will demonstrate that Paul’s objective was spiritual
transformation. Spiritual transformation is commonly expressed in Greek Orthodoxy as
theosis. Paul and theosis provide the foundation upon which I intend to construct an
intervention for ACC. All aspects of spirituality necessitate careful consideration in
developing a comprehensive pathway for spiritual formation. Therefore, rubrics for
understanding the history of Christian spiritual formation will inform our application.
Finally, the social construct of self-differentiation will add a layer of practical depth and
provide a useful conversation partner for theosis.
Theological Foundations
Pauline Pastoral Theology
The theological foundation of this project begins with the aim of Pauline pastoral
theology. When it comes to interpreting the pastoral theology of the apostle Paul, at ACC
we have historically focused more on his example of evangelism than on his passion to
see the disciple mature to completion in Christ. A lack of deliberate intent regarding
spiritual formation of the newly baptized speaks to the theological underpinning of the
congregation. We value saving the lost; we value growth. Both are noble pursuits, but the
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Pauline corpus reveals an understanding of salvation that encompasses more than simple
justification. The true endgame of ministry is not only saving souls through conversion
but also producing mature Christians, complete and ready for the day of Christ. At ACC
this shortcoming is not a matter of theological ignorance but rather the subtle result of an
established culture that places a high value on conversions and church planting. A
broader examination of Pauline pastoral theology will provide some needed course
corrections.
Paul is generally viewed as a church planter with a vision and plan for planting
churches across the Roman Empire. Paul’s plan is presumed to have included
empowerment of key churches to evangelize their respective regions. Behind this
understanding is a Protestant interpretation that locates Paul’s passion for mission in the
context of his doctrine of grace. This interpretation places justification, which is the
forgiveness of the individual, at the center of Paul’s thought. When extrapolated, this
interpretation creates an individual focus that ignores the corporate nature of Paul’s
theology and reduces Paul’s repeated calls for transformation to a simple matter of
conversion.1
Paul’s mission must be considered against the “background of the ‘story’ of
salvation history.”2 Paul’s gospel was not “a message about ‘how one gets saved’ in an
individual and ahistorical sense.”3 It was the announcement that the God of Israel was the
one true God and Jesus was the Messiah; it was good news to Jews and Gentiles alike.
1. James W. Thompson, Pastoral Ministry according to Paul (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2006), 17–18.
2. D. A. Carson and Douglas J. Moo, An Introduction to the New Testament, 2nd ed. (Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 2005), 378.
3. N. T. Wright, What Saint Paul Really Said: Was Paul of Tarsus the Real Founder of
Christianity? (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 60.
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For Paul salvation is not just an object to be possessed or a change of status but rather the
dynamic experience of being transformed into his likeness over time.4 Considering Paul’s
Pharisaic roots strengthens this understanding. N. T. Wright describes Paul’s preChristian Pharisaic worldview as being primarily interested in the redemption of Israel,
not a “timeless system of salvation.”5 Subsequently for Paul, the significance of Jesus
was found in the fact that the “Age to Come had already been inaugurated.”6 The good
news for Christians was that “God was going to do for the whole cosmos what he did for
Jesus at Easter.”7 A new world was being created in which peace and justice would reign
through Jesus. Because of this, Paul has the long-term goal of community formation and
nurture in mind, not simply conversion or justification.
Recent scholarship has begun to call into question the scope of Paul’s mission by
examining the relationship between initial evangelism, community formation, and the
ongoing nurture of those communities. It certainly seems suspicious that for an apostle
who appears to be strategically planting churches in pillar cities throughout the
Mediterranean, Paul never articulates a transfer of responsibility for such a mission to his
churches.8 While Paul and others were clearly active in initial evangelism, his letters
seem to indicate a greater concern for community formation as well as the ongoing
nurture of those communities. Reconciling the seeming contradiction of Paul’s record as
4. Jeff W. Childers and Frederick D. Aquino, Unveiling Glory: Visions of Christ’s Transforming
Presence (Abilene: ACU Press, 2003), 168–69.
5. Wright, What Saint Paul Really Said, 32.
6. Ibid., 37.
7. N. T. Wright, Surprised by Hope, Rethinking Heaven, the Resurrection, and the Mission of the
Church (New York: Harper Collins, 2008), 93.
8. Paul Bowers, “Church and Mission in Paul,” Journal for the Study of the New Testament 44
(1991): 90.
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a church planter and the concern for ongoing nurture expressed in his letters leads to four
choices.
The first choice is to view mission and ongoing nurture as separate aspects of the
Christian life. Both are important, but they are not integrated in any way. In this view
Paul is the planter and other workers will come along to water. In other words, Paul will
take care of the mission component, move on, and allow others to nurture the emerging
churches. The second choice emphasizes the act of mission as the primary goal, while the
idea of ongoing nurture supports that goal. Though continued cultivation remains
important to the act of planting a church, especially in terms of the indelible success of a
mission, the primary focus and value is placed on planting. The third option reverses that
focus. In this approach ongoing nurture is the primary goal, and mission is viewed as a
natural consequence of nurture; there is ultimately little focus on mission. The
assumption is that when the community is nurtured, growth will happen naturally. The
final option sees an essential interpenetration of mission and ongoing nurture. From this
perspective mission and nurture are not two different activities, but rather both are parts
of an integrated, comprehensive whole.9
Paul’s practice, priorities, and reflection upon his missionary responsibilities
make a comprehensive approach to mission the most likely option.10 Paul demonstrates a
concern for the churches in practice by visits, letters, and long residential missions in
places such as Corinth and Ephesus. Furthermore, his priorities are clearly stated in
letters to the churches. In 1 Thess 3:10 Paul asserts “night and day we pray most
9. Kenneth Berding, “At the Intersection of Mission and Spiritual Formation in the Letters of
Paul,” Journal of Spiritual Formation and Soul Care 6, no. 1 (2013): 19.
10. Michael Barram, Mission and Moral Reflection in Paul, ed. Hemchand Gossai, Studies in
Biblical Literature 75 (New York: Peter Lang, 2006), 26–29.
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earnestly” to see the Thessalonian Christians again and “supply what is lacking in [their]
faith.” Through these words, it is evident that ongoing nurture was a priority for Paul. In
2 Cor 10:15–16 Paul writes, “Our hope is that, as your faith continues to grow, our sphere
of activity among you will greatly expand, so that we can preach the gospel in regions
beyond you.” In the case of the Corinthians, it appears that even Paul’s hope for new
missions was conditional upon growth in the Corinthian church—a further indication of
his priority toward nurturing faith. In his letter to the Romans, a church he did not plant
and had not visited, Paul reflects directly on his mission. “I long to see you so that I may
impart to you some spiritual gift to make you strong—that is, that you and I may be
mutually encouraged by each other’s faith” (Rom 1:11–12). Further on in the letter, Paul
states his intention to preach the gospel in Spain (Rom 15:23–24), stopping off in Rome
along the way. Once again, Paul reveals his eagerness both to evangelize and nurture the
faith of others.
Paul often states his longing to see the community of faith transformed and be
“blameless” at the coming of Christ. Paul’s determination and his objective are seen in
his comments to the Galatian church when he expresses to them, “My dear children, for
whom I am again in the pains of childbirth until Christ is formed in you” (Gal 4:19). Paul
desires for Christ to be formed in them and likens his own role to the labor pains of a
mother during childbirth. Paul again communicates his concern for transformation to the
church at Philippi by stating his hope for them to become “pure and blameless on the day
of Christ” (Phil 1:10).
Initial evangelism and ongoing nurture are not mutually exclusive but are
wrapped into Paul’s larger goal of transformation. When salvation is viewed as the
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“context and goal of all Christian activity” the “normal distinction between ‘pastoral’ and
‘missional’ collapses since both are part of God’s greater work of saving humanity.”11
Rather than “salvation” meaning simply justification, the definable concept needs to be
expanded to include transformation into the image of Christ. Perhaps this is the reason
Paul writes the following to baptized believers at Philippi: “Therefore, my dear friends,
as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence, but now much more in my
absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God who
works in you to will and to act in order to fulfill his good purpose” (Phil 2:12–13).
Salvation is to be continually worked out as the believer is transformed.
1 Corinthians 9:19–23: Paul’s Mission in His Own Words
The integration of initial evangelism and ongoing nurture in Paul’s mindset is
seen more clearly in 1 Cor 9:19–23:
Though I am free and belong to no one, I have made myself a slave to
everyone, to win as many as possible. To the Jews I became like a Jew, to
win the Jews. To those under the law I became like one under the law
(though I myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the
law. To those not having the law I became like one not having the
law (though I am not free from God’s law but am under Christ’s law), so
as to win those not having the law. To the weak I became weak, to win the
weak. I have become all things to all people so that by all possible means I
might save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that I may share
in its blessings.
Paul’s deep motivation to win others for the sake of the gospel is greatly evident in his
willingness to “become all things to all people.” The people Paul seeks also make Paul’s
internal understanding of the scope of his ministry clear. He includes the Jews, Gentiles,
and the weak as the object of his winning.

11. Michael Gorman, Becoming the Gospel: Paul, Participation and Mission (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2015), 40.
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In light of the larger context of the debate over food sacrificed to idols, Paul is
appealing to the Corinthians to bear with one another. An important point to note
regarding this passage is that when Paul mentions “the weak,” he is referring to the
Christians of Corinth who are struggling with eating food sacrificed to idols.12 Therefore,
he is making a point to say that the object of his “winning” does not only include the
Jews and Gentiles but also the weak Christians. Paul is “[doing] all this for the sake of the
gospel” for both Christians and non-Christians alike. This unique insight into the thought
process of Paul indicates that “the vocation of evangelic proclamation was for Paul a
larger complex than evangelism. For him it was a mission that embraced evangelism
within an ecclesiological intention.”13
The comprehensive scope of Paul’s mission is also supported by the fact that he
did not view success as a foregone conclusion; failure was possible. In letters to the
Galatians, Philippians, and Thessalonians, Paul expresses anxiety that a lack of
faithfulness in each respective congregation would have rendered his efforts in vain (Gal
4:19, Phil 2:14-16, 1 Thess 3:5). “Ongoing nurture is important to Paul because the
outcome of his nurturing work is a major criterion upon which his ministry will be
judged. Thus, Paul is jubilant when the community is thriving, and he prays that they will
reach the goal: perfection.”14
A final insight from Paul’s statement of purpose in 1 Cor 9:19–23 is found in
Paul’s voluntary enslavement to his mission. Paul uses his freedom to give of himself

12. Barram, Mission and Moral Reflection in Paul, 54.
13. Paul Bowers, “Fulfilling the Gospel: The Scope of the Pauline Mission,” JETS 30, no. 2 (June
1987): 188.
14. Barram, Mission and Moral Reflection in Paul, 118.
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fully to all so that he might save some. In the same context, he then admonishes the
Corinthians to “follow my example, as I follow the example of Christ” (1 Cor 11:1).
Paul’s voluntary enslavement for the good of others is worthy of imitation because it is
exactly in line with what Christ did for all humankind. Thus transformation into the
image of Christ includes transformation into the same spirit of giving oneself for the good
of others. Christ demonstrated his faithfulness and self-emptying love through the cross.
Disciples become more like God inasmuch as they “embody the symbiosis of fidelity and
love found in the Son of God.”15 Paul’s appeal to the Corinthians to imitate his voluntary
enslavement was not a new concept. Paul writes about his baptism, “I have been crucified
with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me” (Gal 2:20). The decision of every
believer at baptism is to be co-crucified with Christ, thus echoing Paul’s commitment to a
self-emptying life, a life of being formed into the image of Christ. “Paradoxically, the
behavior which is required of those who are in Christ and wish to be like him conforms to
the attitude which he showed in becoming like us.”16 Christ voluntarily gave himself for
humanity. In imitation of his humility, his disciples do the same for others. To better
understand how this concept translates into the Christian life, one can look to the patristic
writers.
Theosis: A Theological Construct for Transformation
Patristic writers provided language for this voluntary enslavement and the concept
of transformation. Theosis, the process of Christian deification, provided the framework
for understanding salvation from a very early stage in Christian thought and was built on
15. Michael Gorman, Inhabiting the Cruciform God: Kenosis, Justification and Theosis in Paul’s
Narrative Soteriology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009), 90.
16. Morna D. Hooker, “Interchange in Christ and Ethics,” JSNT 25 (1985): 10.
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the underlying conviction that Jesus lowered himself, becoming a human, so that humans
might be restored to their originally intended state as created by God in the beginning.
Echoing Irenaeus, Athanasius articulated the patristic understanding of theosis, stating
“The Son of God became man that he might deify us in himself” (De incarnatione 54.3).
Church fathers took great care not to confuse the deification of humanity with actually
becoming God. They clearly delineated God’s nature and his image. Theosis does not
imply that we become like God in nature. Instead, theosis sees humanity as being restored
to the image or likeness of God in answer to its distortion by the fall of humankind. It is
because of the fall that the Logos was incarnated, transmitting divine strength to
humanity with the added caveat that union with Christ is necessary to receive this
blessing. Thus the incarnation is essential because the basis of theosis is the physical
union of God with human nature—a union described by Orthodox theologians as a
“mixing or dissolving” of the human with the divine.17
For the first five centuries, theosis was never an official doctrine; it was a
metaphor embedded in the worldview of early thinking on salvation.18 Exactly how
theosis was to be achieved evolved over time. Early conceptions as expressed by Clement
and Origen deemed the achievement of theosis possible through the attainment of
knowledge and asceticism.19 In Protrepticus Clement discusses the kenotic action of the
Logos becoming a man so that we might “learn from a man how it is even possible for a
17. Ivan V. Popov, “The Idea of Deification in the Early Eastern Church,” in Theosis: Deification
in Christian Theology, Volume 2 trans. B. Jakim; ed. Vladimir Kharlamov, Princeton Theological
Monograph Series 156; Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2011, 48.
18. Norman Russell, The Doctrine of Deification in the Greek Patristic Tradition (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2006), 1.
19. Jules Gross, The Divinization of the Christian according to the Greek Fathers (Anaheim: A &
C, 2002), 267.
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man to become a god.”20 Clement understood theosis to take place through imitation of
God. Beginning with a knowledge of Scripture, the Christian strives to live righteously
by controlling passions (apatheia), as Clement believed freedom from passion was a
divine attribute.21 For Clement theosis was ecclesiastical because it was brought about by
Christ, yet also philosophical because it was a product of intellectual and moral effort.22
After Clement, the Alexandrian and Cappadocian schools developed the metaphor
of theosis differently. Origen and the Alexandrians continued to use Clement’s
terminology for theosis but focused on participation in God, a consequence of the
incarnation, as the operative means of achieving theosis. The Cappadocians developed an
ethical approach that saw theosis as an ascent of the soul through the practice of virtue.
By the fourth century the two streams merged with the ethical approach, becoming
spiritualized.23 In sum, theosis came to be seen as “human participation in the being of
God … a total sharing of the Triune life . . . Created in the image of God, human beings
are called to be like God realizing the potential for ontological sharing in the life of God,
yet never in such a way that theosis means sharing in God’s essence.”24 Western theology
views a clear distinction between the process of sanctification and justification. Theosis
as a product of Eastern theology sees no such distinction; the two are combined in the

20. Russell, The Doctrine of Deification, 121.
21. Ibid., 135.
22. Ibid., 139.
23. Ibid., 14.
24. Robert V. Rakestraw, “Becoming like God: An Evangelical Doctrine of Theosis,” JETS 40,
no. 2 (June 1997): 261.
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dynamic character of justification.25
Theosis has reentered the conversation in Western theology. Michael Gorman
combines the concepts of theosis and kenosis, which is Christ’s pouring out of himself,
into what he calls “cruciformity” and posits that cruciformity is actually theosis.26 Thus
theosis redefined as cruciformity is the “transformative participation in the kenotic,
cruciform character of God through Spirit-enabled conformity to the incarnate, crucified
and resurrected/glorified Christ.”27 Orthodox tradition focuses on the combining of the
human and divine that occurred as a result of Christ’s kenosis, and Gorman sees in
Christ’s kenosis the revelation of God’s true nature and a model to be imitated.
Perhaps the best description of the kenotic nature of Christ is found in the “Christ
Hymn” of Phil 2:6–11. Presumably quoting from an early Christian hymn, Paul writes
about Christ:
Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God something to
be used to his own advantage; rather, he made himself nothing by taking the very
nature of a servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in
appearance as a man, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death—even
death on a cross! (Phil 2:6–8)
Paul describes the downward mobility of Christ as he proceeded from God’s side to
becoming human to becoming a servant and ultimately humbling himself further in death.
One key to this passage is found in the definition of hyparchon, which is
translated as “being” in verse 6. Gorman provides insight into the nature of kenosis by
pointing out that the present participial form of hyparchon carries with it the connotation

25. Constantine Scouteris, “Church and Justification: An Orthodox Approach to the Issue of
Justification,” GOTR 28, no. 2 (Summer 1983): 154.
26. Ibid., 2.
27. Gorman, Inhabiting the Cruciform God, 7.
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of both “although” and “because” as a way of relating the action to the sentence.28 The
significance of this fact for Gorman is that by making “himself nothing,” Christ was
acting in character rather than out of character. Therefore, interpreting hyparchon to mean
“although” would indicate that despite being deity, Jesus made a sacrifice. While this
translation does indeed reflect the magnitude of Jesus’s action, the word “because” is a
paradigm changer. Interpreting hyparchon as “because” connotes that Jesus humbled
himself because he was equal with God, thus revealing God’s true nature. “In this
reading, Christ exercised his deity. What is out of character for normal divinity in our
misguided perception of the reality of the form of God is actually in character for this
form of God.”29 In other words, through Christ’s kenotic act, humanity gains a glimpse of
who God really is and how he intends for humankind to live. Paul’s voluntary
enslavement to all people as described in 1 Cor 9:19–23 is acting in line with the kenotic
act of Christ.
Application of Theosis
Theosis is another way of articulating Paul’s pastoral aim of transformation that
may provide the theological basis for the future at ACC. Theosis takes nothing away from
the evangelistic focus that is central to the identity and theology of ACC. Instead, it has
the potential to deeply enrich the original vision of building a “church of disciples.” The
early vision at ACC was incomplete because “church of disciples” was singular in focus,
meaning a church full of people dedicated to making more disciples. However,
broadening the meaning of discipleship by collectively taking on the kenotic image of

28. Ibid., 22–23.
29. Ibid., 27 (italic emphases are the author’s).
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Christ would profoundly impact the life of the church and its mission. Disciples pouring
themselves out for each other and for the world would be powerful. When theosis is the
understood goal, the creative energy and focus that is typically poured into evangelism
must then be redirected to include a broader vision of the continuing transformation of
Christians into the image of Christ. As Christians individually and collectively mature,
the church will reflect the image of God as seen in Christ.
The Role of the Holy Spirit in Spiritual Formation
Attempting to create a deliberate pathway for spiritual formation does not take
away from the work of the Holy Spirit. A pathway for spiritual formation is intended to
deliberately create the space in lives of disciples for the Spirit to work. Repeatedly, Paul
reminds his churches that the Spirit is active in their transformation. “Be transformed by
the renewing of your mind” (Rom 12:2). “We … are being transformed into his image
with ever-increasing glory” (2 Cor 3:18). Paul also speaks of aching “until Christ is
formed in you” (Gal 4:19). In each case the verb form translated “formed” or
“transformed” is used in the passive voice, indicating that Paul viewed formation as
something that was happening to the Christian, not something being done by the
Christian. It is the Holy Spirit that transforms the Christian.30
The Holy Spirit is involved in spiritual formation by working in, among, and
through disciples of Christ. 31 The Holy Spirit works in Christians to transform them into
the image of Christ. The interaction of the Holy Spirit with the human spirit produces a
profound and inexplicable change that cannot be manufactured independently. In other
30. James W. Thompson, “Paul and Spiritual Formation,” Christian Studies 24 (2010): 8.
31. Richard D. Averback, “Spirit, Community and Mission: A Biblical Theology for Spiritual
Formation,” Journal of Spiritual Formation & Soul Care 1, no. 1 (2008): 30.
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words, the mere practice of spiritual disciplines does not transform Christians. Instead,
the power of spiritual disciplines is found in the Christian’s dedication to creating space
and time exclusively for the Holy Spirit to work on their own spirit.32 This understanding
is of profound importance when seeking to be transformed through the practice of
spiritual disciplines.
The Holy Spirit also works among disciples of Christ. In the book of Ephesians,
the church is described as a holy temple with disciples “being built together to become a
dwelling in which God lives by his Spirit” (Eph 2:22). The type of love lived out by the
self-emptying Christ is to be lived out in a community in which members do not look to
their own interests but to the interests of others.33 This type of community is possible
only through the Spirit and demonstrates the importance of the Spirit’s work among the
disciples in the church. “Paul understands the church to be God’s new covenant people,
those who bear God’s name and disclose his true will and character.”34 The fruit of the
Spirit is best seen in the context of relationships between disciples, making the church
community a true “city … on a hill” for all to see (Matt 5:14).
In his Epistle to the Ephesians, the apostle Paul describes Christian maturity as a
group concept. “So Christ himself gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the
pastors and teachers, to equip his people for works of service, so that the body of Christ
may be built up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of
God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ” (Eph
4:11–13). Paul’s admonition to maturity is not directed only to the individual but rather to
32. Ibid., 34.
33. Thompson, Pastoral Ministry According to Paul, 50.
34. Richard B. Hays, “Ecclesiology and Ethics in 1 Corinthians,” ExAud 10 (1994): 32.
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the community. Maturity is achieved in community in the context of relationships by the
power of the Holy Spirit. Maturity in Christ has been described as a “craft” that needs to
be developed under the tutelage of a teacher or mentor.35
The Holy Spirit also works through disciples of Christ. The Holy Spirit has
always used prophetic voices, both persons and communities, as a means for the world to
hear and see the gospel.36 In Matt 5:13–16, Jesus likens his disciples to salt and light. It is
through the “light” of disciples that others are drawn to glorify God. The work the Spirit
does in and among the disciples becomes a testimony that speaks through them.
Alignment with the Holy Spirit both in the individual and communal life of the disciple
will align the disciple with the Great Commission as expressed by Jesus in Matt 28:19–
20.
Structures for Communal Formation
Even with recognizing the role and power of the Holy Spirit in spiritual
formation, there is still a need to consider structures that would facilitate an environment
in which spiritual formation might take place in the faith community. “Structure has to do
with organizing formative elements into an interrelated system for faith formation, and
careful attention to structure provides a framework for effective ecology of faith
formation.”37 As essential as the Holy Spirit is for spiritual formation, structures in the
faith community provide the environment in which the Spirit works.

35. Stanley Hauerwas, “Discipleship as a Craft, Church as a Disciplined Community,” ChrCent
108, no. 27 (October 2, 1991): 883.
36. Averback, “Spirit, Community and Mission,” 53.
37. Sondra Higgins Mattaei, “Rethinking Faith Formation,” Religious Education 99, no. 1 (Winter
2004): 63.
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The patristic fathers wrestled with how to structurally provide for the spiritual
formation of new disciples. Augustine’s First Catechetical Instruction began with a
summary treatment of Christ in the Old Testament followed by Christ’s revelation of
God’s love. Augustine also included questioning as to motive and provided for a
narrative of God’s dealing with man that began in the beginning and continued to include
present church history (Augustine, De catechizandis rudibus 1.5–11). Clinton Arnold
summarizes the early Christian catechesis process into four broad categories: 1)
immersion in the word of God, 2) grounding in the central doctrines of the faith, 3)
spiritual and moral formation, and 4) “deliverance ministry.”38 Deliverance ministry was
an aspect of formation that included exorcisms performed by church leaders on
supplicants (Traditio apostolica 20:8).39 According to Hippolytus the process of baptism
preparation included three years of Bible study, indicating a robust and thorough
structure for formation (Traditio apostolica 17:2).
Theoretical Foundations
The very idea of theosis demands a comprehensive consideration of spirituality.
When attempting to create structures for spiritual formation, we must broadly consider
the various disciplines and experiences that shape spirituality in disciples. While all
leaders, churches, and movements have a bias as to what spiritual formation is, we now
have the advantage of being able to look back on two millennia of development by
spiritual masters to gain insight. Authors Urban Holmes and Richard Foster have
attempted to categorize spirituality as pursued through Christian history. Their work
38. Clinton E. Arnold, “Early Church Catechesis and New Christian’s Classes in Contemporary
Evangelicalism,” JETS 47, no. 1 (March 2004): 46–51.
39. Paul F. Bradshaw, Maxwell E. Johnson and L. Edward Phillips, The Apostolic Tradition (ed.
Harold W. Attridge; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2002), 106.
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provided a theoretical framework for this project.
Urban Holmes: Circle of Sensibility
Spiritual formation involves a relationship between God and human beings. While
God does not change, humanity’s way of understanding God does. This simple concept
explains why Christian spiritual masters through the ages can speak of spirituality in such
different ways.40 An analysis of Christian spirituality through the ages reveals a diversity
of approaches to God that frees modern disciples of Christ to seek God through spiritual
disciplines that make sense in their own time and circumstance.
Recognizing these truths, Urban Holmes created a way of describing patterns of
Christian spirituality by applying two scales of measurement along two axes. The
horizontal axis represents an approach to prayer and meditation that is either emptying
(apophatic) or imaginal (kataphatic). The vertical scale locates spiritual disciplines on a
scale ranging from an emphasis on illumination of the mind (speculative) to an emphasis
on the heart or emotions (affective). Holmes’s scale places most forms of Christian
spirituality, including the works of spiritual masters and movements of the past two
millennia, in one of four quadrants. Each quadrant is held in tension with the others and is
surrounded by what Holmes calls a “circle of sensibility.”41 Any of the four quadrants
can morph into a distortion, thus leaving the bounds of sensibility illustrated by the circle.
In Gospel-Centered Spirituality Allen Sager builds upon Urban Holmes’s study
on the phenomenology of spirituality. To make Holmes’s material more tangible, Sager
created an assessment tool that places interested individuals in one of the four quadrants
40. Urban T. Holmes, History of Christian Spirituality: An Analytical Introduction (Harrisburg,
PA: Morehouse, 2002), 2.
41. Ibid., 5.
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within the circle of sensibility. Consisting of only twenty-two questions, Sager’s
assessment tool, or spiritual types inventory, has been field tested for years and can be
taken in less than fifteen minutes.42 Sager makes no claim to scientific validity or
reliability of the instrument. However, the results of the inventory provide needed depth
and understanding for Christian spiritual formation.
Holmes’s work demonstrates that every congregation is made up of Christians
from all four quadrants—some with tendencies toward exceeding the circle of sensibility.
Therefore, any attempt to create a balanced structure for spiritual formation must take
into consideration each quadrant and its subsequent contributions to spirituality. I utilized
Sager’s assessment to draft a diverse team from all four quadrants that possessed a
variety of perspectives and strengths. My expectation was that such diversity would
contribute to an overall holistic plan for formation that avoids extremes. One weakness of
Holmes’s work is that he spends a mere three pages discussing spirituality of the inner
life. Subsequently, Sager’s tool is instrumental as an assessment, but for the development
of a formation pathway, an additional lens would be informative.
Richard Foster: Streams of Spirituality
Richard Foster in Streams of Living Water offers a descriptive account of the
general pathways of discipleship that have been pursued through centuries, identifying
six streams or traditions. Foster also demonstrates how each tradition is connected to an
aspect of the ministry of Jesus. The six streams of spirituality are another possible rubric
for developing a well-rounded structure for spiritual formation. Presumably, a structure

42. Allan H. Sager, Gospel-Centered Spirituality: An Introduction to Our Spiritual Journey
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 32–36.
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for spiritual formation would include aspects of each tradition while avoiding emphasis
being placed too heavily on one tradition over another. Foster’s six spiritual traditions are
contemplative, holiness, charismatic, social justice, evangelical, and incarnational.
Foster describes the contemplative tradition as a “life of loving attention to
God.”43 The focus of the contemplative tradition is a prayer-filled life that practices the
presence of God. The strength of the contemplative tradition is found in focus on prayer
and the inner life of the disciple. It stretches disciples beyond an intellectual
understanding of faith and doctrine. The holiness tradition is best understood as pursuing
“a life that functions as it should.”44 It is the pursuit of living virtuously through the
character formation that comes from intimacy with God. It is becoming what God
intends. Foster’s charismatic tradition is characterized as “a life immersed in, empowered
by, and under the direction of the Spirit of God.”45 This tradition focuses on the
empowerment that comes from God’s Spirit to accomplish the character development
desired by the holiness tradition. To that end the charismatic and holiness traditions
operate hand in hand. The social justice tradition, described as “a life committed to
compassion and justice for all peoples,” focuses on a lifestyle of compassion by seeking
justice and peace for the disenfranchised.46 The evangelical tradition is presented as “a
life founded upon the living word of God, the written word of God, and the proclaimed
word of God.”47 The driving force behind the evangelical tradition is for the word to
43. Richard J. Foster, Streams of Living Water: Essential Practices of the Six Great Traditions of
the Christian Faith (New York: HarperOne, 2001), 58.
44. Ibid., 96.
45. Ibid., 132.
46. Ibid., 182.
47. Ibid., 233.
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change both one’s own heart as well as the hearts of a lost world. Along with the holiness
tradition, this tradition best describes spirituality at ACC. Finally, Foster describes the
incarnational tradition as “a life that makes present and visible the realm of the invisible
spirit.”48 Focused on a sacramental way of living, this tradition strives to make spiritual
realities tangible in the present.
As one understands the contributions that both Holmes and Foster make to
spiritual formation, it is beneficial to note a few contrasting points. Whereas Holmes
presents his material chronologically as divided by historical time-periods, Foster
displays his material within the context of each of the six streams of spiritual formation.
The Holmes material is easily accessible for personal assessment thanks to Sager’s work.
Sager’s assessment resembles a personality test, thus making the Holmes material a great
resource for assembling a spiritually diverse team for this project. With the objective of
spiritual formation being theosis, Foster’s material provides a thicker descriptive of the
various streams of spirituality, thereby making it a more complete resource for imagining
spiritual formation at ACC.
Maturation, Kenosis, and Differentiation
One final clarification for understanding theosis comes from practical experience
and the world of social theory. A major part of theosis is kenosis—the pouring out of
oneself for others as Christ has done for us. At ACC, members who give of themselves in
this manner are held in high esteem. However, some Christians, attempting to imitate
Christ’s kenosis, have hurt themselves in the process. The prevailing presumption is that
spirituality is defined by how much one does and serves others. Constant service often

48. Ibid., 272.
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masks spiritual immaturity behind a veneer of what appears to be selflessness. The
concept of differentiation of self can help clarify the type of maturity necessary for a
disciple of Christ to practice kenosis.
Differentiation of self is a construct that refers to a personal level of relational
maturity capable of balancing thoughts with feelings and connection with independence.
Derived from systems theory as conceived by Dr. Murray Bowen, differentiation is the
ability to self-regulate anxiety and to maintain one’s sense of self whether in close or
distant proximity to or from others.49 According to Bowen, all families and organizations
are emotional systems with influence occurring in a circular pattern of mutuality rather
than a linear pattern of “cause and effect.”50 Systems theory considers the interrelatedness
of the parts in families and organizations.
Self-differentiation is the ability to maintain a healthy balance between “two
forces—the individuality of self and the togetherness pull of our families—acting in
opposition and vying for our energies.”51 Roberta Gilbert describes how pointing back
toward one’s family of origin develops differentiation. Gilbert proposes that one’s family
of origin is critical in the development of a mature “self” and an immature “self.” The
mature part of the individual—the part guided by principle, fact, logic, and experience—
is called the “basic self.” The immature part of self that is guided by emotions and
environment and tends to maintain more permeable boundaries is called the “pseudo
49. Brian D. Majerus and Steven J. Sandage, “Differentiation of Self and Christian Spiritual
Maturity: Social Science and Theological Integration,” Journal of Psychology and Theology 38, no. 1
(2010): 42.
50. Peter Steinke, How Your Church Family Works: Understanding Congregations as Emotional
Systems (Herndon, VA: Alban Institute: 2006), 4.
51. Roberta Gilbert, The Cornerstone Concept: In Leadership,In Life (Lake Frederick, VA:
Leading Systems, 2008), 6.
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self.”52 Naturally, well-differentiated individuals are those who are guided more by their
“basic self” as opposed to their “pseudo self.”
Cruciformity is a concept that runs the risk of becoming difficult to understand for
some and overwhelming for others. Therefore, the concept of self-differentiation stands
as a useful polarity to understanding a healthy application of cruciformity in the lives of
Christians. Cruciformity carries an expectation of living a selfless life—a life poured out
for others. If misunderstood, a negative view of self could emerge from cruciformity with
the self being perceived as something to be denied or to be ignored as if it were somehow
ignoble. Jesus’s admonition to deny oneself (Luke 9:23) takes on a negative connotation
if viewed through an unhealthy lens.
Edwin Friedman articulates this negative misconception of self by pointing out
that self is often associated with “autocracy and narcissism rather than with integrity and
individuality.”53 For Friedman the negative orientation of self leads to a failure of nerve,
which is the failure to lead, to dream, to risk, and to confront, all of which are necessary
for being formed into the image of Christ. In the context of Christian relationships,
without a strong sense of self, discipleship is weakened as it takes on the anxiety of
others.
Cruciformity is not founded on a negative view of self. It is, in fact, based on a
supremely positive view of self. The night before his crucifixion, Jesus famously washed
his disciples’ feet as a demonstration of his love for them and of the love they were to
show toward one another. John provides an important insight when he records the event.
52. Ibid., 9.
53. Edwin H. Friedman, Margaret M. Treadwell, and Edward W. Beal, Failure of Nerve:
Leadership in the Age of the Quick Fix (New York: Seabury, 2007), 161.
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“Jesus knew that the Father had put all things under his power, and that he had come
from God and was returning to God; so he got up from the meal, took off his outer
clothing, and wrapped a town around his waist. After that, he poured water into a basin
and began to wash his disciples’ feet” (John 13:3–5).
John reveals that Jesus’s knowledge of his self was the basis for his decision to
serve. Jesus knew who his Father was and what he had been given. With a clear
understanding of himself, he chose to serve his disciples. This passage demonstrates that
differentiation does not stand in opposition to cruciformity but rather is the foundation for
cruciformity. Without a healthy understanding of self, one is unable to live a cruciform
life. In fact, attempting to live in cruciformity without healthy differentiation is fraught
with peril.
Peter Steinke articulates the problem that occurs when attempts are made to live a
cruciform life without the maturity of differentiation:
Undifferentiation is promoted by the emotional system that encourages people to
give up themselves on behalf of the group. In such a system, much thinking and
decision making is emotionally based and designed to allay anxiety of the
moment. Such adaptation gives power to those who take least responsibility for
their lives.54
That is to say, undifferentiated sacrifice for the good of the group is actually harmful to
the group because anxiety ends up driving decision-making.
When Christians with low levels of differentiation attempt to live out the mandate
for cruciformity, the requisite anxiety and reactivity are often manifested in
overfunctioning, underfunctioning, and conflict. Lacking a clear view of self,
overfunctioning Christians try to do too much without tending to their own spiritual

54. Steinke, How Your Church Family Works, 103.
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needs. They eventually suffer burnout.55 From the outside, overfunctioning Christians
may appear to be great spiritual examples of the cruciform life, and most observers are
shocked when overfunctioning finally takes its toll.
While overfunctioning Christians carry the appearance of a kenotic lifestyle,
underfunctioning Christians lack the confidence and understanding necessary to truly
pour themselves out for others. For the underfunctioning Christian, anxiety and
immaturity lead them to a weak posture that acts out of an “I can’t do this” spirit.56 A
kenotic lifestyle is not possible for underfunctioning Christians because they simply lack
the confidence that they have something to offer.
Another manifestation of anxiety in Christians with low levels of differentiation is
conflict. While conflict is natural in any healthy relationship, when it comes from a place
of internal anxiety, discipleship will be characterized by an unending flow of problems.
Problems are generally seen as someone else’s fault, and the Christian is unable to truly
take responsibility in a healthy manner. Reflexive opposition, constant competition,
criticizing, and blame are additional examples of behavior driven by anxiety.57 A lack of
differentiation will make it impossible for the Christian to live a kenotic lifestyle.
Understanding cruciformity without a requisite high level of self-differentiation is
a recipe for trouble and heightens the dysfunction of anxious reactivity. Therefore,
anyone wishing to grow into the image of Christ and live a cruciform life must work from
a foundation of self-differentiation. While certainly not a prerequisite for becoming a

55. Roberta Gilbert, Extraordinary Leadership: Thinking Systems, Making a Difference (Falls
Church, VA: Leading Systems, 2006), 94.
56. Ibid., 95.
57. Ibid., 96.
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follower of Christ, differentiation lies at the core of any discussion of Christian spiritual
formation.
The corporate nature of Christian maturity also finds common ground with
differentiation as seen in a passage by Paul:
Carry each other’s burdens, and in this way you will fulfill the law of
Christ. If anyone thinks they are something when they are not, they
deceive themselves. Each one should test their own actions. Then they can
take pride in themselves alone, without comparing themselves to someone
else, for each one should carry their own load. (Gal 6:2–5)
In what seems like an apparent contradiction, Paul describes a maturity that “allows for
taking responsibility for one’s own self, but not at the expense of the other person or in a
way that seeks to chronically rescue others from their maturity process of growth in
Christ.”58 Paul’s words echo the principles of differentiation, or perhaps, differentiation
echoes the words of Paul. A healthy balance of individuality and togetherness is essential
to Christian spiritual formation.
Conclusion
God’s plan through Jesus Christ was, and is, to establish his eternal kingdom.
That kingdom is here but at the same time has not yet fully come. As a result, Christians
are called to live in a fallen world as if the kingdom is fully here. Subsequently, the
apostle Paul’s vision of salvation was not simply justification, that is, conversion
followed by a waiting period for heaven. He considered his pastoral objective to be the
full spiritual formation of the church into the image of Christ. Theosis and kenosis
provide language for the biblical vision of what it means to be transformed. To pour
oneself out for others is to be like God. Yet in order to live a life characterized by theosis,

58. Majerus and Sandage, “Differentiation of Self and Christian Spiritual Maturity,” 45.
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one must know oneself. To that end differentiation of self provides an important basis for
kenosis.
True transformation into the image of Christ can be powered only by the Holy
Spirit. However, it is still incumbent upon leaders to shepherd and provide direction for
congregational spiritual formation. In developing a clear direction for spiritual formation
whereby space is created for the Spirit to work in the lives of disciples, we must give
attention to shaping a pathway or structure that is comprehensive and balanced. To that
end the work of Holmes, Sager, and Foster provide insight and direction for formulating
an approach to formation. This project attempts to bring theory and practice together into
a pathway that will help guide disciples toward maturity in Christ. Chapter 2 addressed
the theology at the foundation of this project. Chapter 3 will detail the methodology of
the intervention.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This project was designed to meet a clear need that had emerged at ACC. Chapter
1 presented ACC as a young congregation historically focused on growth and
discipleship. One area of attention that emerged from that description was a need to
improve retention through a more deliberate process for spiritual maturation. While a
structure of discipleship was operable at ACC, specific direction for mentors was needed
to improve outcomes in those relationships.
In Chapter 2 I outlined the theological rationale for the project: a pathway for
spiritual formation is a means through which the Spirit can work in the lives of disciples
as they attempt to mentor one another into the image of Christ. I presented the ministry
objectives of the apostle Paul as an explanation for a view of salvation that extends
beyond justification to include formation into the image of Christ, with theosis providing
the conceptual language for a more comprehensive understanding of the concept of
salvation. Therefore, this project was designed with the intention of producing a
replicable pathway for spiritual formation at ACC. In this chapter I will detail the
methodology for the project, providing a detailed account of the sessions that resulted in
the creation of a pathway for spiritual formation at ACC.
Qualitative Research
This project was designed to create a pathway for spiritual formation in the
congregation. Projects conducted in the congregational setting are generally considered
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qualitative research. Qualitative research is defined as research focused on the world of
human experience. It “seeks to make sense of lived experience.”1 Sharan Merriam
outlines five basic characteristics that define qualitative research and are descriptive of
this project. First, the goal of qualitative research is to elicit understanding and meaning.
Second, the researcher is the primary instrument of data collection and analysis. Third,
the use of fieldwork is a general characteristic of qualitative research. Fourth, qualitative
research generally possesses an inductive orientation to analysis. Finally, the findings of
qualitative research are richly descriptive.2
Participatory Action Research
This project was also a type of participatory action research that “introduces an
intervention to provide ministerial leadership for the transformation of an organization.”3
Michael Patton offers several guidelines for participatory action research that define the
parameters for this project. To begin with the inquiry process involved participants. The
project involved participants from ACC in deliberating and helping with the development
of a pathway for spiritual formation. Patton states that participants own the inquiry; they
are authentically involved. The participants in this study are all leaders in our
congregation with vested interest in the outcome of the process. The participants worked
together as a group and the facilitator supported group cohesion and collective inquiry.

1. Sensing, Qualitative Research, 57.
2. Sharan B. Merriam, Qualitative Research and Case Study Applications in Education, 2nd ed.
(San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 1998), 11.
3. Sensing, Qualitative Research, 58.
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As the researcher I was a facilitator, collaborator, and learning resource, but I was
working together with the group.4
Regarding the project as participatory action, one nuance must be noted. The
project was not purely a participatory action form of research because the participants
were not the primary actors in the project. I acted as the principal investigator in a
modified version of participatory action research.5
Overview of the Project Intervention
I created a twelve-member development team at ACC to craft a pathway for
spiritual formation aimed primarily at aiding mentors seeking to help new Christians
mature. To form a team with the broadest possible perspective on spiritual formation, I
selected three team members from each of the four quadrants of Urban Holmes’s circle of
sensibility. The development team selection process began with a presentation on
spiritual types at a regularly scheduled meeting of ACC small group leaders. That
meeting occurred on May 7, 2017. In addition to presenting an overview of spiritual
types, I explained the objective of this study as well as the responsibilities and time
commitment needed from anyone participating on the development team. Following the
overview and explanation, I asked each leader to complete the Spiritual Types Inventory
developed by Allen Sager, which would place the participants into one of four quadrants:
1) apophatic mind, 2) apophatic heart, 3) kataphatic mind, and 4) kataphatic heart.6 I

4. Michael Quinn Patton, Qualitative Research and Evaluation Methods, 3rd ed. (Thousand Oaks,
CA: Sage, 2002), 185.
5. Sensing, Qualitative Research, 58.
6. See Appendix B.
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asked the leaders to indicate on the inventory whether they were willing to participate on
the development team.
The results of the inventory provided me with a purposive sample.7 After
collecting the surveys, I separated the respondents into the four groups, removing those
respondents who declined participation on the development team. I then selected three
leaders from each quadrant to invite to participate on the development team. I also
selected one alternate in case any changed their mind. I did my best to create a diverse
development team (age, sex, race). Due to summer scheduling concerns, I delayed the
beginning of the project until August. The delay necessitated the use of alternates to fill
out a team of twelve.
The Development Team
The development team consisted of nine men and three women. Though an equal
number of men and women took the original survey, the team’s gender disparity was due
primarily to the limited availability of many of the women due to family scheduling
concerns. Demographically, the team consisted of three African-Americans and nine
Caucasians. Nine of the members were married, and three were single. Regarding
spiritual maturity, team members ranged from ten to thirty years in Christ. Not all of
them began their Christian walk at ACC and ranged from one to twenty-one years as
members at ACC.
The development team met for seven two-hour sessions primarily on a
combination of Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights in August of 2017. In addition
to the development team, I asked a non-participant to act as note-taker for each session,

7. Sensing, Qualitative Research, 83.
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supplying them with a computer, note-taking template, and protocol.8 I intended to use
only one note-taker; however, illness and scheduling conflicts necessitated the use three
different note-takers during the intervention.
The Sessions
Session 1
I began Session 1 with a prayer and then asked each of the development team
members to introduce themselves and to provide some basic demographic information.
The primary objective for Session 1 was to orient and educate the members of the
development team on the theology and purpose of the project. I reviewed the work I had
done on Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis, beginning with our congregational context
analysis and continuing with a description of the theological reasoning for the project. I
stopped periodically to allow for questions. The group generally agreed with the
congregational assessment as described in Chapter 1. There were some clarifying
questions regarding the collection and analysis of statistics. The discussion of statistical
analysis sparked a conversation on church health versus church growth. The group
affirmed that numerical growth is a metric of church health, but that congregational
health should be objective.
The group also responded well to the concept of kenosis. One member pointed out
its importance for the entire congregation. There was also a lengthy discussion on the role
of the Holy Spirit. Many team members felt the Holy Spirit to be a historically
underdeveloped theme in our congregation. At the same time several members affirmed a
sense that the Spirit was moving through this project. Other initial feedback included the

8. See Appendix F.
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desire for the project results to be applicable to everyone, not simply new Christians. As a
result, the team spent some time discussing the scope of the project, concluding that
while the project was focused on young Christians, it would still be applicable to older
Christians in two important ways. First, the final pathway would be a tool utilized by
older Christians mentoring newer Christians. Secondly, because of the universality of
needs for spiritual maturation, there would be adequate application for new and old
Christians alike. I closed the session by describing the Hawthorne Effect to mitigate some
of the influence it might have on the team. I also provided a printout of Holmes’s circle
of sensibility along with a description of Foster’s six streams of Christian spirituality for
the team to review before Session 2. We concluded in prayer.
Session 2
After beginning in prayer, we began by reviewing Session 1 and then divided into
four groups of three team members based on the quadrants from the spiritual types
inventory—apophatic mind, apophatic heart, kataphatic mind, and kataphatic heart. One
of the challenges faced in Session 2 was the fact that three team members were unable to
attend. Two of the three happened to be from the kataphatic heart group leaving that
group with only one member for the Session 2 group work. Fortunately, the note-taker for
the evening had taken the spiritual types assessment at the small group leaders’ meeting
in May. She scored in the kataphatic heart quadrant. I had not intended for the note-taker
to take notes during the group breakouts since there were four groups and only one notetaker. Therefore, I had her fill in on the kataphatic heart discussion. Once the breakout
ended, she returned to her role as note-taker.
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Each group was presented with the same basic case study.9 They were asked to
imagine they were responsible for outlining a path of spiritual formation for a newly
baptized adult. Each group then discussed what they felt were fundamental principles,
steps, and practices necessary for spiritual maturity. I initially gave the groups forty-five
minutes for their discussion, but I extended the time to accommodate a fuller discussion.
The breakout discussions took up most of our time for Session 2. Each group took notes
and ranked their answers in order of importance. I brought the team back together with
about thirty minutes left in the session to report on their findings. Because of the
shortness of time, there was not a lot of discussion outside of the group presentations
though there were a few notable comments.
The team commented on important lessons for maturity that they felt could not be
formulated or scripted. Perseverance was one example that was mentioned. Because
perseverance is forged through difficult times, it is problematic to create a platform for
the development of perseverance. One can only be prepared for the inevitability of
hardship. The group also repeatedly mentioned the importance of experiential learning,
stating that lessons are “caught” rather than “taught.” It was determined that the final
pathway should include experiential learning in addition to Bible studies of an academic
nature.
In my assessment each group seemed to have a primary focus that summarized
their respective lists. The kataphatic heart group was concerned with experiential learning
and expressed the opinion that a maturation program should begin with the spiritual types
assessment. The kataphatic mind group was focused on mentorship and proposed a year-
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long class for new converts. The apophatic heart group placed a priority on walking with
God and the importance of modeling spirituality. The apophatic mind group expressed a
desire for the pathway to be grounded in biblical text. This group also emphasized
mentoring. To close out the session, I collected the notes each group recorded, and we
concluded in prayer. Following the session, I consolidated their answers into a document
that I planned to distribute at the beginning of Session 3.
Session 3
After opening the group in prayer, I distributed printed copies of what each
subgroup had concluded in Session 2 and gave them time to review the lists. I framed the
printed information in two different ways on two pages. The first page included a
comprehensive list of each group’s rankings side by side.10 The second page consolidated
the findings into one list, recording first the categories mentioned by the most number of
groups.11 This provided a view of which themes occurred more often across the four
groups.
I based the discussion for Session 3 around four questions. First, I asked the team
to reconsider their work, paying special attention to any noteworthy absences from the
list. The team made several observations. First, they noted the Holy Spirit was absent
from any of the lists. It was discussed that the Holy Spirit is active throughout the process
of formation and therefore may or may not need to be a part of the pathway. Another
observation was made about the relative absence of corporate spirituality. It was noted
that the lists appeared focused on an individualistic spirituality. It was also recognized

10. See Appendix H.
11. See Appendix J.
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that there was no treatment of doctrine on any of the lists. The team also reflected on the
absence of faith from any of the lists and wrestled with how faith building might be
included in the pathway. The discussion sensitized the team to the challenge of trying to
create a systematic approach to spiritual maturation that could be accomplished within a
predetermined amount of time.
The second question was whether to give special consideration to demographics
when developing a pathway for maturity. This was a short conversation as all
acknowledged the fact that teenagers, single adults, and married adults might have
different needs in becoming spiritually mature, but fundamentally, the intent of our work
was to identify core concepts that can be built upon regardless of marital status or stage in
life.
I then asked the team to reconsider their lists of formation categories in
comparison to Foster’s six streams of Christian spiritual formation. The intent of this
question was to insure a balanced list of formation categories that neither over, nor under,
emphasized any one spiritual tradition. The group noted that the social justice,
incarnational, and charismatic streams were underrepresented. The group attributed this
underrepresentation to the fact that ACC generally falls more in the holiness tradition
with perhaps some evangelical influence. We agreed to pay attention to these categories
as we began to create our pathway for formation.
The final question for Session 3 was to determine the number of pathways needed
for spiritual formation at ACC, with the options being one primary pathway or multiple
pathways based on spiritual type. Consensus from this final discussion determined that
for the purposes of this project, one pathway was sufficient. The reason for this was that
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most new Christians are not aware of their own spiritual tendencies, and therefore, the
spiritual types assessment would be premature at the beginning of a formation pathway.
The group articulated that the spiritual types assessment and identification of gifts is an
important part of development later in the maturation process.
There were a few other notes from Session 3 that bear mentioning. There was
some pushback on the idea of having a process for spiritual formation. This reservation
came from a few team members who expressed a distaste for the idea of being confined
to a system. The rest of the team responded by emphasizing that the objective was
direction, not bureaucracy. They also reiterated that the pathway was intended to be a tool
for mentors. Additionally, the team chose the term “pillar” rather than “checkpoint” to
describe the points along the pathway to maturation. We closed Session 3 in prayer.
Session 4
In preparation for Session 4, I reconsolidated the list of themes for consideration,
distributing them at the beginning of Session 4. We began the session in prayer. For
Session 4 I decided to create a fresh approach to our subject by utilizing an appreciative
inquiry exercise.12 Appreciative inquiry follows the “4-d cycle” of discovery, dream,
design, and destiny.13
We began the discovery process by answering the question: “How does spiritual
formation happen in the church now?” A summary of the team’s comments revealed that
current formation activity at ACC is information-driven. Bible studies and a few written
resources are the primary tools for formation. There are a series of follow-up Bible
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studies for the newly baptized that are essentially restatements of the First Principles
study series. It was noted, though, that the relational nature of the congregation has a
significant, positive impact on spiritual formation. The team determined that the efficacy
of the development of a formation pathway would be enhanced by the strong foundation
of relationships already in place at ACC.
The dream step of appreciative inquiry involved discussing what might be. I
asked the team to consider what it might look like to enhance our efforts regarding
spiritual formation. Several ideas were put forth. The first was to create a new-Christian
class as a complement to discipleship relationships. The class would teach information
and provide direction for experiential learning within the discipleship relationships.
Another idea was to host a retreat for new Christians focused on developing spiritual
disciplines. The team also expressed a desire for any program to have a clear start and
finish, reasoning that a clear end provides motivation and a sense of accomplishment.
For the design step of appreciative inquiry, we discussed what the team felt a
pathway should contain by reviewing our lists and comparing them with Foster’s streams
of spirituality. The conversation for this portion of the appreciative inquiry was scattered.
Several times I had to redirect the team back to the objective of creating a list of potential
pillars for our formation pathway. The team was clear that it wanted to develop pillars
that represented each of the streams of spirituality but was not overly concerned that each
stream was represented evenly. The initial list included seven general categories: 1)
service; 2) simplicity, money, and materialism; 3) discipline; 4) spiritual gifts and
strengths; 5) obedience and submission to spiritual authority; 6) confession, repentance,
and grace; and 7) relationships.
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The destiny step of the appreciative inquiry answers the question of how to
empower and sustain what is created in step 3. The natural progression of the project
prohibited the group from addressing this question. The conclusions needed from step
three were not completed nor were they expected to be. Therefore, step 4 was left for
future discussions in Sessions 5 and 6.14 We concluded the session in prayer.
Session 5
After opening with a prayer, the development team began the work of recrafting
our work from previous sessions into a pathway for spiritual formation. We recorded on a
white board the list generated in Session 4 and added concepts from the lists developed in
Sessions 2 and 3 that were not already represented. We searched for unifying principles
by which to group sets of categories. One unifying principle the group found was that
each category was attached to the inner life of a disciple, to community life (relationships
with other disciples), or to the missional life of a disciple (relationship to non-disciples).
We also discussed possible scriptures that might frame or inform our list of
objectives. The benefit of using a passage would be that it would ground our pathway
biblically. Several passages were put forth that contained lists of virtues. We chose three
passages and wrote out in column format each Scripture with its virtues. The passages we
chose were 2 Pet 1:5–7, the Beatitudes in Matt 5:1–12, and Rom 12:1–21. As we
compared the Scriptures with our list, there were some reservations expressed regarding
the use of a passage as a frame for formation. Some of the team feared that we might be
forcing meanings onto passages that were not intended. Additionally, utilizing passages
made this difficult as most of them contained many concepts. The team concluded that it

14. Ibid., 173.
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wanted the pillars to be simple and memorable and that using a biblical passage as a
framework might be too confusing. We closed Session 5 in prayer, and I asked the team
to send me their preferred final list of pillars before Session 6.
Session 6
As the team came together for Session 6, the objective was to finalize a pathway.
We began in prayer, and then I reminded the group that we wanted our list to be as
tangible, yet comprehensive, as possible. We started with a return to the organizing
principles of inner life (looking in, gazing up), community life, and missional life
(reaching out). We also wrestled with potential visual ways to communicate the
objectives. Ideas such as concentric circles, maps, and arrows were put forth. The team
had a difficult time being able to articulate everything within the context of an organizing
principle defined as “looking in, gazing up, reaching out.” Additionally, almost every
attempt at establishing categories or pillars brought objections based on the absence of
some other important but transcendent category such as faith, love, and perseverance.
These categories had been dismissed in previous sessions as too broad and abstract.
The team decided not to consider Matt 5 or Rom 12 as frames for spiritual
formation. However, there was a lengthy discussion on whether to use 2 Pet 1:5–7. When
a simple solution could not be found, the team decided to stick with the original list of
objectives they had created. We then turned our attention to finding ways to consolidate
and simplify the list. The group landed on a list of seven pillars for spiritual formation
with faith, hope, and love being the foundation and “in, out, and up” being perspectives,
or lenses, through which to consider each of the pillars. The pillars the group affirmed
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were walk with God, identity in Christ, spiritual disciplines, relationships, mission to a
hurting world, sacrificial life, and Holy Spirit.
To close the session, we briefly reconsidered that list by categorizing the pillars
based on Foster’s streams of spirituality. We noted that while our list contained a
reasonable balance of each stream, it was weighted slightly toward the holiness tradition.
Not surprisingly, the holiness tradition was the tradition the team determined to best
define our congregation.
Session 7
Session 7 consisted of an evaluation of our pathway. I asked the team to evaluate
our work through the means of a survey. The participants were asked five questions. Did
they believe the pathway we had created would enhance spiritual formation at ACC?
Would this pathway have helped them grow as young disciples? What might they have
added or omitted from the pathway? I also asked them about the impact of the circle of
sensibility on their own understanding of spiritual formation and how important it might
be to discipleship. In addition to the questions distributed to the group, I also presented
our conclusions to a meeting of our congregational small group leaders, solicited their
feedback, and asked the same five questions.
Evaluation
Procedures for Data Collection
The data collected for this project was in the form of field notes and
questionnaires. The field notes were created by an independent note-taker—an individual
who was not part of the development team. I utilized three different note-takers
throughout the sessions. I had intended to use the same note-taker, but due to unexpected
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illnesses and scheduling conflicts, I was forced to find replacements on several occasions.
I collected the field notes after each session and added my own additional observations
within the first twenty-four hours. I also collected a few other materials through the
course of the sessions. At the end of Session 2, I collected the notes taken in each of the
four groups discussing the case study. Additionally, in Session 7 I distributed and
collected a questionnaire to the development team soliciting their feedback on the process
and the final pathway we developed.15
Following the completion of the development team meetings, I also met with the
ACC small group leaders to present the pathway the development team had created. I
distributed questionnaires to the small group leaders who had not participated on the
development team.16 I asked them to evaluate the pathway we had created, paying careful
attention to evaluate the pathways from the perspective of a new Christian. I collected the
questionnaires at the end of the meeting.
Procedures for Data Analysis
I utilized two methods for analyzing the collected data. To begin with I
triangulated the data to develop a thicker description of the results.17 Data triangulation
creates a thicker description by taking data sets from three distinct points of view,
creating a fuller understanding of the problem being measured. Sensing recommends
three sources of data triangulation: insider, outsider, and researcher.18 Each of the angles
15. See Appendix E.
16. See Appendix D.
17. Sensing, Qualitative Research, 73.
18. Ibid., 75.
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adds a different perspective on the subject matter and therefore yields a fuller
understanding.
Insider Angle
The insider angle for this project was achieved through the work of the
development team. The field notes contain a record of the deliberations of the team and
provide direct insight into the process and development of the project. Following Session
2, I also collected the work done by the development team in subgroups. Exit
questionnaires were distributed to each of the development team members during the
final session as a means of self-evaluating the work they had completed.
Outsider Angle
A view of the project from an outsider perspective was achieved in two ways. The
first outsider angle was provided by the note-taker. The note-taker was not a participant
in the project; therefore, the observations and interpretations noted in the field notes
represent an outsider angle. Additionally, the small group leaders from ACC were
presented with the conclusions reached by the development team and then asked to
complete a questionnaire. The data collected from the nonparticipant questionnaire also
served as a data set from an outsider perspective.
Researcher Angle
I am the researcher for the project; therefore my contributions make up the data
set from the researcher perspective. The field notes protocol reserved a column for my
comments next to the note-taker’s observations. At the end of each session, I spent some
time reviewing the note-taker’s notes and adding additional comments based on my own
recollection and observations of the session.
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I utilized coding as the second method to analyze the data. I coded the field notes,
my comments, and the questionnaires utilizing the themes that initially emerged from the
development group’s work in Session 2.19 The themes from Session 2 included prayer,
Bible study, relationships, mentorship, gifts, evangelism, the Holy Spirit, identity,
confession, doctrine, service, and simplicity. I chose those themes as a means of verifying
the final pathway the group developed. I wanted to determine whether patterns, silence,
or slippage might shed light on our finished work.20 Additionally, I coded the data based
on themes that addressed the inner life, community life, and the missional life of a
disciple. The reasoning behind this decision was to verify that the group had produced a
pathway that was balanced.
As I coded the data, I also looked for thematic patterns that may have been missed
along with convergences and divergences in the data and made several observations. An
unexpected form of slippage emerged from the data regarding the establishment of a
pathway for spiritual formation. Several respondents both from the outsider and insider
perspectives commented that a deliberate pathway for spiritual formation could be
helpful for the congregation. At the same time, there was consistent questioning amongst
the development team as to whether there should be a pathway. I will discuss this further
in Chapter 4.
I also found it striking that evangelism was rarely mentioned during the sessions.
Thematically, the team discussed both inner life and community life twice as much as
missional life. This silence was seen in the data from all three angles. This silence
19. Ibid., 206.
20. Ibid., 197.
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regarding evangelism may have something to do with the history of ACC as presented in
Chapter 1. The silence could be either a reaction to a perceived over emphasis on
evangelism or the result of an assumption that the congregation was already sufficiently
practicing evangelism. Another general pattern that emerged from the data was the
team’s treatment of concepts considered to be more fruit of the Spirit-like than objectiveoriented. The team frequently debated how to differentiate between descriptions of
spiritual maturity and pillars along a pathway to maturity.
Conclusion
Chapter 1 presented a contextual analysis of ACC, and in Chapter 2, I examined
the theological and theoretical foundations for the project. In this chapter I have presented
the project intervention along with the evaluation methodology I used to gather and
process the data. The next chapter will present my findings.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND RESULTS
In Chapter 1 I demonstrated that, based on a thorough congregational analysis,
ACC would benefit from a deliberate program for spiritual formation. Scripture provides
a wealth of support for the importance of spiritual formation after baptism. Paul’s
pastoral theology along with theosis were presented in Chapter 2 as the theological
foundation for the project. In Chapter 3 I described my process for gathering a team from
ACC to consider a deliberate approach to spiritual formation. The development team was
tasked with crafting a potential pathway for spiritual formation by defining core concepts
or pillars that would provide the structure for a mentoring program at ACC. This chapter
will present the results from that intervention. The data presented comes from an
evaluation of the field notes, exit questionnaires, non-participant questionnaires, and my
own observations of the development team’s sessions.
I will present my findings in the context of the final pathway created by the team.
The development team deliberated over many necessary pieces of spiritual formation
before consolidating them into seven pillars upon which to build a pathway for spiritual
formation at ACC. The seven pillars are walk with God, identity, spiritual disciplines,
relationships, mission, sacrificial life, and the Holy Spirit. The team decided that a
program based on these seven principles would include lessons and experiences that
examined each from upward, inward, and outward perspectives. By “upward” the team
imagined studies and activities focused on God’s role in that pillar concept. God’s role
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might include God’s perspective and how that pillar would bring him glory. By “inward”
the team envisioned studies and experiences for each pillar that would train disciples on
their internal motivation. Each of the pillars requires some degree of personal change,
and an inward perspective considers what is happening inside the Christian. The
development team also imagined experiential activities focused on an “outward” view of
each pillar. The outward perspective essentially consists of right action that results from
an upward focus on God as well as an inward change. It is what the Christian is going to
do in the context of each pillar.
Walk with God
During Session 2 I divided the development team into four subgroups based on
spiritual type: kataphatic heart, kataphatic mind, apophatic heart and apophatic mind. I
asked the subgroups to come up with their own list of pillars for spiritual formation. That
exercise yielded four lists that became the starting point for the development of a
pathway for spiritual formation. All four of the subgroups included both prayer and Bible
study as priorities for spiritual formation. It is not surprising that Bible study would play
a major role in a spiritual formation plan at ACC. The Bible is believed to be the inspired
word of God—a concept that is instilled in members during the First Principles Bible
study series. Amongst all the coded themes from the data, Bible study was the fourth
most frequently mentioned topic during the development team sessions. The entire
development team shared the conviction that maturation of faith must include Bible study
as a foundation.
Ultimately, the development team decided to combine prayer and Bible study into
one category because both practices are expressions of communication with God. The
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team described reading the Bible as hearing from God and praying as speaking to God.
When reviewing the data, I noticed prayer was not a prominent theme in the discussions
or in the exit and nonparticipant surveys. Of the twelve themes for which I coded, prayer
ranked only eighth in terms of the frequency with which it was discussed. However,
prayer and Bible study were the only two themes that all four of the subgroups listed in
Session 2. I see two possible explanations for this relative silence on prayer in our
discussions. First, it may be that prayer was viewed as basic to spiritual formation and
therefore considered a foregone conclusion. Other less agreed upon topics required more
discussion. Alternately, the relative silence on prayer may indicate a weakness that needs
to be developed at ACC. One group member commented that he felt corporate prayer was
not something we did well as a congregation. While others disagreed with that
assessment, it is worthy of note.
As already mentioned, the team chose to consider developing each pillar by
classifying studies and practices into one of the three subcategories of upward, inward,
and outward perspectives. Walk with God is very naturally understood in the upward
perspective because prayer and Bible study by nature draw our attention upward.
Practices with an inward perspective would involve types of self-examination that come
from Bible study. Some methods of prayer also require an examination of one’s heart and
mind. For the walk with God pillar, practices with an outward perspective would include
ways in which a relationship with God is conducted in the context of the congregation.
Corporate prayer, Bible study, and repentance are all themes that could be developed
from an outward perspective.
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Identity
The identity category as articulated by the development team refers to one’s
identity in Christ. Practices and studies associated with the identity pillar foster an
understanding of God’s calling as well as an understanding of how God views the
individual. The identity pillar also addresses the need to develop a healthy understanding
of oneself. The concept of self-differentiation as presented in Chapter 2 would provide a
fantastic conversation partner in the development of material for the identity pillar.
Identity was the second-most discussed topic amongst the themes with one caveat.
Identity was mentioned early in the team discussions during Sessions 1 and 2 but was
dropped until the final list of pillars was constructed. The absence of identity during the
thickest part of the discussion on determining pillars is concerning. However, on the exit
questionnaire, multiple team members mentioned that a better understanding of identity
would have helped them mature as young Christians. Additionally, several
nonparticipants echoed that same comment. Therefore, despite the absence of identity as
a pillar from the discussion in Sessions 3, 4, and 5, the exit and non-participant
questionnaires confirm the wisdom of its inclusion as a pillar.
The development team imagined what types of practices and studies might be
developed using upward, inward, and outward perspectives for this pillar. With regards to
the upward perspective, the team noted that establishing identity should help with Bible
studies in teaching a proper view of God’s nature. Bible studies in the identity pillar
should also include God’s view of the Christian. From the inward perspective the identity
pillar connotes developing a clear understanding of one’s self. Studies and practices
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would be conceptualized that bring clarity about one’s identity in Christ and one’s
individual strengths and weaknesses.
Repentance is a major theme connected with the identity pillar. One team member
noted the importance of fixing inward issues before being able to focus outward as a
Christian. The development team contended that it is often unresolved internal issues that
prohibit growth and maturity. Exercises could be developed within the identity pillar that
teach self-differentiation, forgiveness, and confession, all of which help disciples become
more self-aware. Another area of growth reflective of the inward perspective is
understanding of one’s giftedness. The discovery and use of one’s spiritual gifts is critical
to the maturity of the disciple.
Once the disciple has a clear frame of reference on identity and giftedness in
Christ, then giving of oneself to others is possible. Utilizing one’s gifts would be a way to
view the identity pillar from the outward perspective. Identity profoundly affects
relationships with others and is foundational to key qualities such as perseverance and
self-control. Identity also positively influences the other pillars. Practices and experiences
from the upward and inward perspectives would involve understanding God and oneself.
Practices and experiences from the outward perspective would be a natural result of the
upward and inward work.
Spiritual Disciplines
The spiritual disciplines pillar was not conceived until the final session. The pillar
was added as a means of combining several categories that the group felt did not warrant
being a single pillar yet were nonetheless important. A look at the team’s work from
Session 2 reveals that spiritual disciplines as a general category did not appear in any of
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the four lists initially developed by the subgroups. There were individual disciplines the
development team listed as being important themes for spiritual formation, but most are
associated with other pillars. Prayer, Bible study, evangelism, confession, service, and
simplicity are all examples of spiritual disciplines that were listed in the original lists
created by the subgroups. Prayer and Bible study are already foundational to the walk
with God pillar. Evangelism and service are key components in the mission pillar. The
other two themes, confession and simplicity, were mentioned only a few times during the
sessions.
The association of many of the spiritual disciplines with other pillars brings into
question whether spiritual disciplines should stand alone as a separate pillar. An
unanticipated theme emerged from my review of the data. Character formation was a
theme that I had not originally coded for, but it was a recurring theme throughout the
group sessions. The themes of spiritual disciplines and character formation complement
one another. The importance of character formation to the development team discussions
appears to affirm spiritual disciplines as a pillar theme for ACC.
As with the other pillars, spiritual disciplines can be subdivided into the upward,
inward, and outward perspectives. Practices and experiences for the spiritual disciplines
pillar that might be cultivated from an upward perspective would include disciplines such
as prayer, meditation, and worship. Spiritual disciplines such as solitude, examen, and
journaling are examples of practices that might be developed from an inward perspective.
The outward perspective would include disciplines and practices such as mentorship,
service, and hospitality.
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It should be noted that most of these disciplines were not specifically mentioned
during any of the sessions and many of them may have practical applications in other
pillars. The development team first suggested spiritual disciplines as a pillar late in the
sessions as a catch-all for those disciplines that did not fit into one of the other pillars.
This late inclusion along with the relative silence in the data regarding spiritual
disciplines as a pillar draws into question whether spiritual disciplines should be
considered one of the pillars. I believe that because spiritual disciplines will find
application within the work being done in other pillars, it can be dropped from the list
without diminishing the important role disciplines play in the life of the disciple.
Relationships
When defining relationships as a pillar for spiritual formation at ACC, the
development team had in mind relationships between disciples in the church. The
disciple’s relationship with God is a separate category and the disciple’s relationship to
nonbelievers is addressed in the mission pillar. When the initial lists of pillars were
created by the four subgroups during Session 2, three of the four subgroups mentioned
relationships as a potential pillar. Mentorship, a related theme, also emerged as a
potential pillar on three of the four subgroup lists. Relationships and mentorship were two
important themes for the development team. If mentorship is considered under the
umbrella of relationships, then relationships would be a unanimous choice amongst all
four subgroups to be considered one of the pillars for spiritual formation. The coded data
showed mentorship to be the most discussed theme, with relationships the third most
considered theme. Taken together, the team discussed relationships twice as much as any
other concept. It should also be noted that the data indicated the general approach of the
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development team to be focused more on the community life aspect of spiritual formation
than it did on either the inner life or the missional life of a disciple. This emphasis is
further confirmation for the inclusion of relationships in the list of pillars.
From the appreciative inquiry exercise conducted during Session 4, the team
reported that relationships are an effective aspect of spiritual formation at ACC. Team
members attributed the foundational nature of relationships at ACC to the new member
process. New Christians are typically brought into the church through a personal Bible
study series. Bible studies are conducted by church members already known to
prospective members. For those who choose baptism and membership in the
congregation, mentoring relationships have essentially already begun, having been
developed organically with those conducting the Bible studies. The development team
confirmed, however, a need for greater direction in mentoring relationships along with
ways to ensure that mentoring is available to all members.
Upward, inward, and outward perspectives may be used to develop practices and
studies for the relationships pillar. An upward perspective of relationships might consider
what can be learned by observing relationships within the Trinity. God’s relationship to
humankind, especially as seen through Jesus, teaches us a great deal about relationships
in general. One team member noted that a great relationship with God is a precursor to
building great relationships with others. The upward perspective on relationships does
have some overlap with the walk with God pillar. From an inward perspective Scripture
has much to say about the internal condition of the heart and its influence on one’s
behavior and the treatment of others. Bible studies could be developed that address the
internal life of the disciples as it concerns relationships to others within the congregation.
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Many of the admonitions in Paul’s letters are aimed at conflict resolution in the context
of Christian relationships. While upward and inward perspectives on relationships would
be largely defined through Bible studies, the outward perspective would focus on
practical application. Practices, studies, and exercises would be developed to assist young
disciples in strengthening relationships in the congregation.
Mission
The development team defined the mission pillar as the disciple’s “mission to a
hurting world.” This pillar was a combination of two important themes that resulted from
discussions the team wanted to include—evangelism and service the poor. One of the
reasons the development team decided to combine these two themes was to keep the
number of pillars small. However, both evangelism and service to the poor are ways in
which disciples of Christ are to engage with the world outside of the congregation.
A review of the data revealed a striking silence regarding both service to the poor
and evangelism. Service to the poor was not mentioned at all in Session 2 as the four
subgroups made their initial lists of pillars for spiritual formation. It was first mentioned
in Session 3 as a notable omission from the initial subgroup lists of potential pillars.
During that discussion, the team noted that serving the poor and social activism in
general were areas of needed growth for ACC. Service to the poor was not discussed
again until the team finalized the list of pillars in Session 6. The development team was
confident of the need to include service to the poor as a pillar even though the topic was
rarely discussed during the first five sessions. The team based that decision on Jesus’s
attitude toward the poor along with the example set by the early church.
Although evangelism was mentioned in the initial lists by three of the four
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subgroups, there was a notable silence that emerged from the data. Following the initial
discussion in Session 2, evangelism was rarely mentioned overall; furthermore, it was
one of the least mentioned of all the coded themes from the data. It has already been
noted that the community life of the church was given more attention by the team than
the inner or missional life of a disciple. Data analysis also confirmed that missional life
was the least discussed of those three aspects of a disciple’s life. The reason for this
silence is important to ascertain when considering the inclusion of this pillar in ACC’s
spiritual pathway. Perhaps, the silence is a result of the presupposition that evangelism is
already an important part of discipleship at ACC and did not need to be discussed. During
the First Principles Bible study series, discipleship to Jesus begins with the mission and
purpose Jesus outlines in the Great Commission. The development team would agree
with this fundamental principle and may have simply focused their attention on themes
that were deemed underdeveloped at ACC.
Another possibility regarding the silence on evangelism is that it could indicate a
reaction by the development team to a perceived overemphasis in this area as a whole.
Some of the team members did express the belief that missional life should be seen as а
byproduct of the inner life and complimented by community life. This sentiment appears
to be supported through data analysis and might suggest the team truly did not feel that
mission was a necessary pillar for spiritual formation. My opinion as the researcher is
that the silence is more a result of an increased focus on other themes the development
team felt needed to be considered rather than an intentional rejection of the importance of
evangelism and mission. There was no debate regarding mission during the final session;
it was accepted by all team members. It is very likely then that expanding the pillar of
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mission to include service to the poor along with evangelism quelled any dissent that
might have arisen if evangelism had been considered singularly as a pillar.
Construction of exercises, practices, and experiences in the mission pillar can also
be approached from upward, inward, and outward perspectives. Studies developed from
an upward perspective would center on what God is doing in the world because Scripture
reveals a great deal about the heart of God regarding mission. An inward perspective
would involve exercises evaluating one’s own heart and internal motivation by
comparing it to that of Jesus as portrayed in the New Testament. Also included in an
inward perspective would be a proficiency in teaching someone how to become a disciple
of Christ utilizing the First Principles Bible study series. An outward perspective would
naturally focus on the practical application of serving the poor and sharing one’s faith
with nonbelievers.
Sacrificial Life
Sacrificial life was created as a pillar because the development team felt the need
to distinguish between service to the poor and service as a general posture of the disciple.
The term “sacrificial life” harkens back to theosis as described in Chapter 2 and certainly
is foundational to discipleship. As pointed out in Chapter 2, the kenosis of Christ is the
model for godliness. All mature disciples of Christ will pour themselves out for others in
imitation of him. Even Jesus’s initial call to discipleship includes self-denial.
However, while living a sacrificial life undoubtedly has application in each of the
other pillars, data analysis calls into question whether it should be included as a pillar for
spiritual formation. Sacrificial life was absent from the initial subgroup lists created in
Session 2. The development team did not mention sacrificial life as a theme until the final
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session. Silence on the part of the data, coupled with the ease of applicability to other
pillars, makes sacrificial life as a pillar difficult to defend. Inclusion also creates some
redundancy in the pathway for formation, something the development team was trying to
avoid.
The team considered the types of exercises and studies that might be conducted in
the sacrificial life pillar from the upward, inward, and outward perspectives. An upward
perspective on sacrificial life would focus young disciples on drawing inspiration from
Christ’s kenosis. An inward perspective would involve an examination of one’s heart and
what is needed to be prepared to give of oneself. Practices from an outward perspective
would involve finding ways to live in service to others whether in the church community
or the community at large.
Holy Spirit
The final pillar the development team proposed was the Holy Spirit. Data analysis
confirms it as the fifth most talked about topic. The Holy Spirit was not on the original
lists of pillars created by the subgroups in Session 2, and it should be noted that much of
the conversation centering on the Spirit occurred in Session 1 before the team began to
engage in dialogue on potential pillars. During Session 1 the material I presented from
Chapter 2 sparked a significant discussion about a general need for more teaching on the
Spirit at ACC. Most of the references to the Holy Spirit contained in the field notes were
connected to a concern with the current lack of teaching on the Spirit, thus leading me to
believe that the team’s inclusion of the Holy Spirit as a pillar may be a reactionary
decision. The team’s observation about a lack of teaching on the Spirit was confirmed by
20 percent of the respondents on the nonparticipant questionnaire who also stated that the
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Holy Spirit was a pillar that would have helped them when they first became Christians.
It is not difficult to consider the Holy Spirit from upward, inward, and outward
perspectives. As presented in Chapter 2, the Holy Spirit works in, among, and through
Christians. Because the Holy Spirit is the presence of God in the life of the Christian,
attempts to separate it out as its own category seem to present a great deal of redundancy
within the other categories. The Holy Spirit is active throughout the formation process
and therefore may best be considered contextually amongst the other pillars.
Additional Observations
There was some slippage concerning the general idea of having a defined pathway
for spiritual formation. On multiple occasions the development team expressed a fear of
defining a process that was not intended to be defined. The team expressed two general
reasons for their concerns. First, they feared that developing a system would lead to
legalism. The team articulated worry that over time the originally intended purpose of a
process for formation would be lost. It should be noted, though, that this was not a strong
objection, but it did reoccur at various points throughout the discussion sessions. The
second hesitation the team expressed for developing a process of formation occurred
while attempting to find Scriptures that might provide the framework for our pathway.
The Bible does not give an explicit method for spiritual formation; likewise, there is not a
single Scripture that worked in concert with our pillars to provide a succinct framework.
A few of the team members felt that by developing our own pathway for spiritual
formation, we were acting outside the bounds of Scripture either by forcing meaning on
passages or by proof-texting to justify our decisions. As the researcher I reminded the
development team that our objective was to provide resource and direction for disciples
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living out the biblical mandate for transformation.
As the team wrestled with potential pillars for a formation pathway, we concluded
that the pathway was to be primarily a tool for mentors. This was an important
designation for team members with hesitations about establishing a process for spiritual
formation. The fear that young converts might misinterpret the pathway in a legalistic
fashion is mitigated if the pathway is simply intended to guide mentors. One benefit the
team members expressed in favor of a pathway for young converts was the importance of
having goals and objectives. By detailing a pathway for formation, new converts would
have a clear objective beyond baptism. Accomplishing that objective would contribute to
a sense of accomplishment as well as to increased maturity. Despite some of the
reservations the team expressed regarding the development of a process, every team
member affirmed the pathway on the exit questionnaire, stating their belief that it would
enhance spiritual formation at ACC.
Another general observation from an examination of the data is that the team
struggled to differentiate between characteristics of maturity and steps toward maturity.
Characteristics of maturity such as love, faith, hope, and perseverance are numerous and
difficult to quantify, yet they do describe a mature Christian. I impressed upon the team
that there was a difference between the process and product. The development team was
attempting to create a pathway that would produce characteristics of a mature Christian.
This distinction was one that needed to be repeated throughout the project as it was
difficult for some team members to grasp that the pillars were to represent objectives
rather than characteristics.
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Conclusion
Data gathered from the insider, outsider, and researcher points of view confirm
the list of pillars the development team created for a spiritual formation pathway at ACC.
The data did, however, suggest some changes that might be made to the final list as the
pillars are developed into lessons, exercises, and experiences. The next chapter will offer
proposals to refine the work done by the development team as we move toward
implementation at ACC.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The church community at ACC is devoted to making disciples of Jesus Christ. At
the beginning of this project, I identified a growth area for our ministry that would
contribute to that objective. A thorough assessment of the congregation revealed that the
mentorship of new Christians needed direction. The commission to make disciples is not
fully accomplished when we baptize someone into Christ. Conversion is a step toward the
theosis of the believer toward spiritual maturity and readiness for the day of Christ. To
help the congregation at ACC establish greater direction for mentoring, I worked with a
purposive sample comprised of ACC lay leaders to create the framework for a spiritual
formation pathway. In this chapter I will present my interpretations of the triangulated
data presented in the previous chapter, along with the implications this project has for the
church and for me personally. To conclude I will present my vision for the future of this
project and consider unanswered questions.
Interpretations
Paul’s pastoral theology is expressed in his metaphorically anguished words to the
Galatians that he is struggling in the pains of childbirth until “Christ is formed in you”
(Gal 4:19). My goal as church leader at ACC is the same as Paul’s—to struggle for the
transformation of disciples into the image of Christ. While this work is accomplished
through the Holy Spirit, the pastoral staff works hard to provide resources and
mechanisms necessary to aid this process. Christians through the centuries have imagined
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this process in different ways with some developing elaborate catechetical programs. The
goal of this project was to provide deliberate direction for spiritual formation at ACC by
determining primary categories of spiritual development for Christians. By gathering a
group of mature lay leaders, I could draw on the wisdom of their knowledge and
experience to determine those areas we deemed crucial for spiritual formation at ACC.
The development team named seven categories or pillars upon which we intend to
build a robust spiritual formation program. The data, as presented in Chapter 4, suggest
the team’s seven categories might be open to some alterations. Notable silences regarding
several of the categories have led me to propose reducing the list from seven pillars to
four. Additionally, data gathered from the nonparticipants suggests the need to simplify
the categories. For reasons described in Chapter 4, I will propose to the development
team that we reduce the number of pillars to four—walk with God, identity, relationships,
and mission. We will need to reword the categories to provide clarity as to what they
represent and to make them stick in the minds of members. My proposal would be the
following four pillars: 1) knowing the triune God (walk with God), 2) understanding
identity in Christ (identity), 3) living in a community of faith (relationships), and 4)
embracing mission (mission).
The objective of this project was the first step in a much larger undertaking.
Attempting to create resources for spiritual formation without a map would likely result
in a well-intentioned yet haphazard and incomplete process. Disciples need a clear vision
of where they are going and how they are going to get there. I believe the project was
successful as the first step toward that objective. The framework for a spiritual formation
pathway at ACC was created. Having determined pillars for spiritual formation, the next
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step will be to develop these pillars by creating Bible studies and practical experiences
that will provide specific direction to mentors at ACC. The ultimate success of this
project depends largely on the continued energy that will be necessary to complete a
program for spiritual formation.
Trustworthiness
Applicability
This project was designed to address current needs for the development of a
spiritual formation program for our congregation in Austin, Texas. Congregational needs
are never static and are influenced by many variables, making it difficult for solutions in
one time and location to translate exactly to another time and location. However, I do
believe that many congregations face the same challenge of helping new believers
mature. The first steps taken in this project toward a full formation program could inform
other congregational leaders and provide inspiration for developing a program in their
own context.
Throughout the process of planning, preparing, executing, and writing this
intervention, I had many opportunities to discuss the project with other congregational
leaders. Nearly every leader with whom I spoke identified with our need for a pathway of
spiritual formation and expressed a genuine desire to hear more about the results of this
project. Those conversations were not limited to other ICOC leaders but included
conversations with leaders from various denominational backgrounds. These
conversations have driven my belief that the work done in this project intervention may
perhaps extend beyond the borders of ACC. Other congregations could utilize this project
in one of two ways. Either they could use our pillars for their own program of spiritual
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formation, or they could simply recreate our discovery process within their own context.
Credibility
The results of this project are not measurable by the usual quantitative methods.
The subjective nature of spiritual formation makes any project on the subject challenging.
However, as a qualitative research project, there are methods that provide for the rigorous
accountability and credibility expected from a doctoral project. To ensure the credibility
of the data, I utilized the method of triangulation as described in Chapter 4 and followed
the procedure for qualitative research by collecting data from three points of view. The
insider view came in the form of field notes and exit surveys, while the researcher view
came in the form of my own additions to the field notes. The data from the outsider view
was supplied in the form of a non-participant survey collected from ACC leaders not
directly involved in the project. As the triangulated data were analyzed, there were some
notable divergences that appeared as described in Chapter 4. The presence of divergences
lends credibility to the methodology of this project.
Reflexivity
Aside from the fact that the project was initiated by me as an intervention, my
personal influence on this project was significant. I led the team by determining the
direction of each session and making sure that the conversation stayed on topic. What
was deemed “on topic” was decided by me; therefore, my influence and biases certainly
directed the project. I had vested interest in the outcome and had done a significant
amount of research prior to the intervention. As a result, my opinions were generally
weightier than the opinions of other development team members. However, throughout
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the sessions I made a deliberate effort not to push my opinions but to allow conversations
to play out, giving the space needed for team members to share their thoughts.
I also influenced the team by synthesizing the data each week, occasionally
redistributing data from previous sessions to guide the conversation for the next session.
While I created those review sheets objectively, the fact that I was the person creating
them allowed space for me to influence the process through wording and the occasional
decision to include or omit material based on my perception of its relevance. I also need
to account for the influence of my role and personality in the group. Everyone on the
team views me as the church leader. By personality I am a highly motivated, leadershipdriven type of person, a fact that undoubtedly also affected the group. I do not enjoy
meandering conversations; therefore, it is possible that my own occasional annoyance
may have swayed me to move beyond a topic that deserved further discussion.
I must also account for emotions that influenced me during the project. Practical
theology begins with an assessment of what is currently happening or not happening in
the congregation. Assessments are intended to be neutral but inevitably take either a
positive or negative orientation. When conversations center on areas that need
improvement in our congregation, I find it difficult not to take personally the expressed
weaknesses in our congregation. When congregational members point those things out,
even in a neutral environment such as this intervention, my temptation is to be defensive
and minimize the issue. I made efforts to mitigate these feelings through personal prayer.
Significance and Implications
Sustainability
The sustainability of this project is entirely dependent upon a commitment to
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develop the results into a functional program. Assuming the reduction of the final seven
categories to four, those four pillars must be developed further into a practical curriculum
that is both accessible and reproducible in our congregational setting. I will begin the
development of material by creating a list of needs for each category. There are enough
data gathered from the project sessions to create these lists, subdividing themes discussed
into the four pillar categories. Lessons and experiences will then need to be developed for
each topic. The sustainability of the material also depends on accessibility; that is, the
printing and distribution of the material to mentors at ACC is crucial. Training on
specific usage of the material will also contribute to its sustainability.
Personal Significance
This project had personal significance for me. Sharing important congregational
responsibilities with other members had a unifying effect. Rather than attempting to
answer questions and fix problems myself, I found sharing that responsibility with others
enriched the results and strengthened the bonds of friendship and trust. Preparation for
the sessions with the development team along with the conversations in each session
forced me to clearly articulate my views on spiritual formation. I also gained a better
perspective on the thoughts and feelings of the congregation as I listened to the thoughts
shared by the team members.
Additionally, I learned a great deal from the process itself. The practice of clearly
articulating a problem and developing an intervention utilizing qualitative methods gave
me a better understanding of how to conduct practical theology in the congregation.
Triangulation of data was a critical lesson for me as I often make decisions in isolation
out of expedience. Failure to provide at least three points of reference diminishes the
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integrity of any given decision. I have learned that change done well requires time, and I
intend to take the processes I have learned during this intervention with me into the
future.
Ecclesial Significance
This project has great significance for the congregation at ACC. A renewed focus
on a larger picture of salvation that includes maturation was inspiring for the
development team. There is also enthusiasm amongst the leaders at ACC for more
direction in spiritual formation. Because our congregation has a distinct process for
helping a person become a disciple and member of the church, having a clear pathway for
mentoring new Christians will be well-received. A pathway for formation will have
several benefits. With added guidance and direction, more likely young Christians will be
mentored longer and more thoroughly. Christians who are mentored in this manner will
mature more quickly, the byproduct of which is a happier, healthier congregation. In
time, I also anticipate that traditional measures of church health such as baptisms and
retention rates will also show the positive effects of a better maturation process.
Theological Significance
The theological significance of this project is found in what it desires to produce.
Paul’s pastoral theology teaches us that we are to be transformed into the image of Christ.
A deeper dive into biblical theology suggests that God intends for humankind to be
restored to the image in which he created them. Through Jesus, God became human that
we might become divine. In so doing God shows us his true nature and subsequently who
we are to become. Paul’s pastoral energies were focused to that end although we have
little specific direction as to how to accomplish this. This project is an attempt to provide
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that direction for the congregation at ACC by providing a framework for mentors seeking
to lead new believers toward the image of the divine. The collective wisdom of mature
Christians representing each of the spiritual types produced a list of common categories
of important principles for spiritual formation making it possible to imagine a framework
for accomplishing such a great task.
Final Considerations
There remain unanswered questions that require more consideration. The first
concerns the future development and implementation of this project. As already noted I
will propose to the development team that we reduce the number of pillars to four and
rename them as follows: 1) knowing the triune God, 2) understanding identity in Christ,
3) living in a community of faith, and 4) embracing mission. Because the development
team already compiled an extensive list of important themes of formation, those lists
from the data can be utilized by distributing them thematically amongst the four
categories. I will create and oversee groups tasked with developing material for each of
the four pillars, and the development teams within each category could follow a similar
process to that of the original team—discussing, imagining, and creating ways to help
Christians mature within each pillar. With a narrower focus and many themes already
generated by the original team, the new development teams would quickly move to
curriculum development.
The second unanswered question is, “Did we miss anything?” Attempting to
develop a pathway for spiritual formation is a colossal undertaking. It is entirely possible
that even with the best of intentions an important aspect of spiritual formation may have
been missed. A brief review of the history of Christian spirituality shows that ACC has a
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strong leaning toward the holiness tradition while being underdeveloped in practices
common amongst some of the other traditions. Therefore, our natural predispositions and
inclinations may very likely lead us to missing something. However, fear should not
prevent attempts at creating a pathway for spiritual formation. This awareness can
contribute to a spirit of humility that will allow the possibility of future alterations to this
process.
The final outstanding question of this project addresses the usefulness it holds for
the congregation. As previously stated, usage of any material produced will depend upon
its completion and accessibility. To promote the probability that the project continues to
its broader completion, I will determine a timeline for completion of the material and
seek resources necessary for producing usable materials. Appropriate access will
necessitate printed material, online accessibility, and training of mentors. Until the
program is fully developed, it remains to be seen whether it accomplishes its intended
objective.
Conclusion
Developing pillar concepts upon which to build a format for Christian spiritual
formation is the important first step in a multi layered pathway. Many of these concepts
are intuitive to mature Christians, yet many mentors of young Christians are unable to
articulate deliberate steps toward maturity. Reflecting upon both scripture and personal
experience allowed us to formulate a process that will inspire mentors and mentees
toward growth. Mentors will have the resources to fuel their work, and mentees have the
sense of direction and completion that comes from having a plan. My vision is that
further development of this work at ACC will contribute to a vibrant church body
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characterized by men and women following Jesus and being transformed into his image
with ever-increasing glory.
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IRB Exemption Letter
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APPENDIX B
Spiritual Types Inventory
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APPENDIX C
Consent Form
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APPENDIX D
Non-Participant Questionnaire
Do you believe this pathway will enhance spiritual formation at ACC? Why or why not?

If you had this pathway when you were first baptized, what are some ways it might have
helped?

Is there anything you feel should have been added to or omitted from the pathway(s) the group
developed?

How has understanding the four quadrants of the Circle of Sensibility deepened your
understanding of spiritual formation?

How critical do you think an understanding of the Circle of Sensibility is to discipleship?
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APPENDIX E
Development Team Exit Questionnaire
Do you believe this pathway will enhance spiritual formation at ACC? Why or why not?

If you had this pathway when you were first baptized, what are some ways it might have
helped?

Is there anything you feel should have been added to or omitted from the pathway(s) the group
developed?

How has understanding the four quadrants of the Circle of Sensibility deepened your
understanding of spiritual formation?

How critical do you think an understanding of the Circle of Sensibility is to discipleship?
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APPENDIX F
Note-Taking Protocol
1. Each week, record the participants that show up for the session. In Session 1 be
sure to note demographic observations such as age, sex, and race.
2. Notes will be recorded in a two-column format. The note-taker will record all
observations on the left column. The primary investigator will record observations
in the right column immediately following the session.
3. While the notes are not expected to be verbatim, record the name of the person
speaking, the main idea of what they are saying, and any observations about tone,
body language, or non-verbal communication that may be pertinent.
4. Particular attention should be paid to mention of spiritual practices or types of
spirituality. Language that may be used regarding types includes apophatic,
kataphatic, heart, and mind.
5. At the end of the session, the notes should be turned in to the primary
investigator.
Sample Note Template:
Field Notes

PI Observations
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APPENDIX G
Appreciative Inquiry Exercise

Discovery: How does spiritual transformation currently take place at ACC?

Dream: What might it look like to apply spiritual types to spiritual formation?

Design: What are essential components to spiritual formation?

Destiny: What are the steps we need to take to make the “dream” and “design” a reality?
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APPENDIX H
Session 2 Report by Subgroups
Kataphatic/Heart
(K/H)
Define working out
salvation
Identify strengths
and weaknesses
Reliance on God,
prayer, Disciplines
Deeper Bible study
Teaching on Holy
Spirit
Sharing Faith
Living in world but
not of the world
Persecution
Obedience
Relationships
Sabbath

Kataphatic/Mind
(K/M)
Mentorship

Apophatic/Heart
(A/H)
Reading Bible

Apophatic Mind
(A/M)
Types of prayer

Prayer/walking
with God
Bible study—
interpretation and
application
Assurance—
identity in Christ

Prayer

Bible study

Applying Scripture

Relationships;
experiencing God’s
love
Mentorship

Mentoring/
modeling walk
with God
Loving the lost;
evangelism; family
Discover and use
gifts
Confess sin and
experience grace
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APPENDIX I
Session 2 Report: Subgroups Combined
Common to all (K/H, K/M, A/H, A/M)
Prayer
Bible Study
K/H, A/M, A/H
Relationships
K/M, A/H, A/M
Mentorship
K/H, A/H
Identifying strengths, weaknesses, spiritual gifts
Evangelism
K/H
Defining what “working out salvation” means
Teaching on the Holy Spirit
Living in the world but not of the world
Persecution
Feelings vs. obedience
Sabbath
K/M
Assurance, understanding identity in Christ
A/H
Confession and grace
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